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douglas eolle stWJdent-newspa 
College quashes P .E. umpire course 
Sopra110 Inxrid Seederman accompanied by pianist Edward Niirman at Feb. 3 recital at Douglas College 
Spring budget passed 
by Nancy McRitchie 
Douglas College student coun-
cil approved in principle the 
spring budget of the Student 
Society when they met last 
Saturday on the Surrey campus. 
Office administration and The 
Other Press took the largest 
chunks of the total $37,000, with 
approximately $8,300 going to 
each. Membership fees to the 
National Union of Students 
(NUS) and the B.C. Student 
Federation (BCSF) are $3,600 
and conferences will cost $1,500. 
Clubs and associations have been 
allocated $3,000 and activities 
have been budgeted for $4,000. 
Services and compugraphic (The 
Other Press typesetting equip-
ment) have been allocated $2,800 
and $1,400 respectively. 
Student council also budgeted 
$1,700 to carry over for the 
summer semester, as last sum-
mer it was fmancially difficult to 
keep the office open. 
The Other Press had their 
budget passed without difficulty. 
The total budget of $12,257.40 
was granted. It is expected that 
$4,000 of that will be made up of 
advertising revenue, which ex-
plains the fact that only $8,257 is 
allocated out of the society's 
spring budget. 
The ski club requested $500 for· 
transportation costs for a ski trip 
to Mt. Baker, which is planned in 
early March. The money was 
granted. 
The Otherthan Review, a book 
of poems featuring local and 
international poets, will be spon-
sored by the student society. The 
council granted $340 to cover 
publishing and distribution costs. 
The Interior Design students' 
association has beeq give $400 of 
their requested $500 to go to San 
Francisco for a week long field 
trip. 
The student nurses did not fare 
as well as the other groups 
asking for money. They wanted 
$500 to help with the costs of 
their graduation. This equals 
about $5 per student. Council 
informed the nurses that they 
were eligible to receive $1.25 per 
graduating student from admini-
stration. Student council decided 
to match this amount and so gave 
the nurses $137.50. 
Fiery AGM in store for DC 
by Geoff Nash 
Constituttonal revisions regar-
ding the allocation of Student 
Society funds, and autonomy for 
The Other Press, will be the 
highlights of the Student So-
ciety's Annual General Meeting. 
The meeting, to be held February 
23, will also cover amendments 
to "improve the workability" of 
the current constitution, ac-
cording to student counCil presi· 
dent Dave Johnston. 
Potentially the most contro-
versial issue will be that of 
allocating student society funds 
between the campuses. 
The proposal, made by Surrey 
campus chairperson Bob Tin-
kess, would have the executive 
council of the Student Society 
control fixed payments (i.e., B.C. 
Student Federation fees). How-
ever, the campus councils would 
have control over all other funds. 
According to Tinkess, the cam-
puses would automatically re-
ceive an amount of money based 
on campus population. 
"Student .CaJ!lpus councils 
should have fmancial autonomy 
over certain funds," Tinkess 
said. 
Under this system, clubs ope-
rating on all campuses would 
have to apply for funding to the 
individual campus councils. In 
this way, according to Tinkess, 
the executive would no longer 
have a say as to what clubs 
received funding. 
However, campuses wilhout a 
full slate of representatives 
would not gain control over their 
f.Jnds, Tinkess added. This 
"ould prevent one person having 
control over all that campus's 
funds, he said. 
Tinkess also proposes aconsti-
tutional amendment to prohibit 
the student council from funding 
political parties. 
Another potentially contro-
versial issue is that of The Other 
Press autonomy. Under a pro-
posed amendment to the Student 
Society constitution, The Other 
Publications Society would be 
guaranteed a fiXed amount of 
money from the Student Society. 
The Other Publication Society 
(T.O.P.S.) would be open to all 
students attending Douglas Col~ 
cont' don page 2 
· by Keith Baldrey 
·'Thirty-one physical education 
students may lose a lot of pocket 
money this spring and summer 
because of the discontinuation of 
a baseball umpire training course 
taught in the P .E. program. 
The course, offered for the last 
cwo y~s, enables the successful 
graduate to umpire any junior (20 
years) level game. An umpire can 
earn up to $15 a game and can 
work up to three or four games a 
week. 
The course has been discon-
tinued due to a lack of funds in 
the Fine Arts division. 
The cost of the course is $450. 
This money pays for the instruc-
tor, Ed Jenson, umpire chief of 
Canada. 
Jenson is employed as an 
hourly-wage employee in North 
Vancouver and taught the umpire 
course on his.own time. 
Len Whiteley, director of the 
Fine Arts division, informed Bill 
Long, instructor of the baseball 
course, January 31 that the um-
pire course would no longer be 
funded by· the division. 
However, the students in-
volved in the course felt so 
strongly about continuing the 
course that they approached the 
president of the student council, 
Dave Johnston, about holding a 
pub night to raise th~ necessary 
funds. 
Johnston refused to allow them 
to hold the pub night, saying, in a . 
memo to Long, "I am afraid this 
(holding a pub night) cannot be 
tolerated or condoned as a means 
of obtaining instruction.'' 
Don Porter, dean of instruc-
tion, has refused to comment on 
the matter. He has sent a memo 
to Johnston, Long and Whiteley 
outlining his position•concerning 
the funding of the course. 
Johnston said the memo indi-
cated that the umpire course 
would not be funded this year. 
Almost all people involved in 
the matter have refused to talk at 
all about it, except for Long. 
Long is disappointed that the 
course will be terminated, but he 
says he accepts the college's 
position. 
"I'm like a leaf in the wind," 
he says. "If my director 
(Whiteley) says there is no 
money, then I accept that. It's 
that old tug-of-war game with 
money." 
Long says his students are very 
enthusiastic about the umpire 
course. "I'm amazed that the 
kids would want to take on the 
extra burden of s_tudying for the 
course when they don't have to," 
he said. "They actually want to 
take the extra workload. I 
thought they would be ·happy 
when I informed them of the 
termination, but their reaction 
was completely opposite of 
that." 
He said the class formed a 
committee to find a way to raise 
the money for the course. to be 
continued. He says he doesn't 
know what the students will do, 
now that their request for a pub 
license has been denied. 
Long says that the course is the 
only one of its kind in the lower 
mainland The nearest similar 
course is in Hope, he said. 
Scandal rocks 
I 
UBC elections · 
POINT GREY(CUP)-The U.B.C. 
student representative assembly 
Tuesday asked the university 
senate to conduct a public 
hearing into irregular aspects of 
January's board of governors 
election. ' 
After hearing a report from 
Alma Mater Society president 
John DeMarco, the assembly 
vot~ to advise registrar Jack 
Parnall that, in its view, voting at 
the polling station in the civil and 
mechanical engineering building 
was improperly conducted. 
DeMarco told the emergency 
meeting of the assembly that he 
has conclusive evidence that 
engineering students signed 
voting sheets giving their votes 
away by proxy to other students. 
Current board member Basil 
Peters, an engineering student 
and AMS external affairs officer 
Paul Sandhu, narrowly defeated 
arts undergraduate society presi-
dent Fran Watters in the election 
Jan. 18. 
The senate now has the ftnal 
decision on how to resolve the 
election controversy, but the 
issue must first come before the 
senate's Universities Act com-
mittee. The senate could decide 
to call a new election or declare 
some of the ballots invalid. 
DeMarco, himself an engineer, 
said other people filled out 
ballots for people who signed the 
sheets. 
He said he has a photocopy of 
the voters' list which proves 
there was manipulation of the 
voting procedure. 
On one list there were 28 
names, all of whom are students 
in a Wednesday afternoon Ap-
plied Science 251 course, he said. 
DeMarco added that several 
persons have admitted to him 
they signed the list but did not 
vote. COlli' don P,age 2 
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Academic council named 
Tile «D• ..... ministry bas 
· appoi....,.l five ......Mers 10 an 
"wwfn Coaacil to 09'ei'See and 
OMIIdiaate w:ademic and tedmi-
cal edwa ation at B.C. ~ 
and .... incial instibde:S. 
Tile Ac ademic Couocil is ooe of 
the tt-ee c:a .... jh deliaed under-
the r...__ --~ n incial. • Insti-~ .... rtot 
tides Aa, pm-laimed last Sep-
ee.her. 
'l1le adler two aa•ds are the 
~ .Actrisory Coaacil, 
wiUch will re~mhle the current 
Univeuities Coaacil of British 
Ulnmhia, and the Oa:upaaiooal 
Traiaiag (Aqncil, wiUch will 
oversee -,ocariona1 trainiDg and . 
co-enliaatioa. Appointments 
.hoe not yet been made to these 
couacils. . 
Education minis1er Pat Mc-
Gee~- anw••nred the appoint-
meats last Wednesay, and 
staled the c:uuncil will "easure 
the fullest possible aooessihaity 
aad opportunity foe B.C. stu-
dents. 
'"It will reriew e:Dsting and pro-
posed academic, career, and 
fA hnicaJ prugrams and resolve 
any dispuii:S Oftl' course eqoiva-
leocy be.tweca mlleges, insti-
tutes and universities., 
'l1le Academic Council will be 
dWred by Dr. fan McTaggart-
Cowan of TICIDria, a former dean 
of graduate studies at UBC, who 
was praised by McGeer for his 
eaperieooe in academics and 
science 
MeT~~ a biology 
theu· ·of 
C :...... • 1111";'~ his -.ol=~, leCiefted· 
.... doaol ........... a-ae in wwo~naw at the Uni-
• of~• Bed I =l~ became tbe be.. ol5%; 
~of flOOiaay at~ 
Be has been iafllhed ia tbe 
dewelopmeat ol ('ftii!Riaity ~ 
leges in B.C. aad ws die 
cbainDaa of the Ar-Jemit aa.rct 
of lligbet E«hadoa 1llltil 1974 
when the UaitUsities Coaacil 
was louoded. He ... been die 
bead of the miaisu)'s ,.... 
semndary aMIIdiaaliltc am-
mittee since that time. 
oihers app»inted 1D tile jm. 
demic CoaDCit Ge: 
-Hugh Harris, a Kelona bui-
nes,nwn, former Yice-dwi•••n 
of the Olalbagan CoiJeae c-d 
and former Kelowaa sdaool 
board trustee. He is tbe ...... 
dent of Kd Kam Properties Led. 
and K-West -Leasia& Corpn-
tion. Harris. attended Weseem 
Washington Uniyersity aacl 
Southern Alberta r.tita1e ol 
Technology, where he later t. 
came ve.president of men:baJt. 
dising. 
Be has sened on the Nation81 
Research Council, the Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada, the 
International Board for the Con-
servation of Nature and Natural 
Resources, the Arctic Institute, 
the Pacific Science Association, 
and is a member of the Order of 
Canada. 
-Jean Turnbull, a member of 
Trail School Board and former 
member of~ College Coun-
cil in wtlepr. Mrs. TumbuD 
received a masters degree in 
libruy science and has since 
taught school and wotked in 
public Gbnries. 
·Dr. Brian Brown of Dawson 
Qeek, chairman of Northern 
IJ&bts Colleae Council since its 
lvundingin f96S. He is a United 
Oaurch minister, author and 
~with a PhD in the&-
 the University of 
·Dr. Ralph Patterson of West 
VaDCIOUftt, first chairman of the 
bomd ol British Columbia lnsti-
tatle ol Tedmology. A PhD from 
Md;iO, he is the vh-~ 
ol CDI'pCIIate services Qma-
ctia FCftlt Products Ltd. and a 
---c:bairman of the Canadian Pu!g ad Piper Association. 
• Throaafa this Academic 
Caucil ad the Oa:upational T.... Coucil, whose nine 
F hn we will also be ap-
..... IIMriy, we will achieve 
La dlil potiauea aew ~of 
~~ ..... , CD«dinabOD and 
......... olpropams and faci-
litiei, J'lt widl • lessening of 
cliNct ••• dllliiid allltrol," Mc-
Geer.aid. 
-.-Crlllll Act bu been ai-
ticized for Ktallly ndnrina auto-
.oomy - ..........., CDiltle1 of 
coll .. !l. 
"It is oar iateadoa dlat cbe 
AcwJemic Coaacil wille111are die 
main.....,._ol~~at 
our co11111111Dit1 ad 
vincial ·~ ~ their prosrams aad coanes." 
UBC elections scandal cont. 
And be said that of the actual 
ballots cast, there were a number-
of ballots marked with the same 
lw:adwtiting. 
DeMarm said that although 
there wee improprieties in the 
voting procedure be is not sug-
gesting that ballots from the 
engineet iog poll be discarded. 
'l1le assembly also decided to · 
refer the matter to student court. 
But the disciplinary power of 
the studeat court is limited. 'l1le 
muimnm punishment it can 
impose em any society member is 
a SS fiDe or espu1sioo . from the 
AMS. 
Studeat seaator-flt-lalge Rem 
Joseph, aJso an engineer, said 
lhat although some irregularities 
oa:uued, 100 enginee«iag s~ 
dents voted .. opedy at that poll. 
Joseph said there is an ex-
planation foe the fact that an 
entire dass signed the tOters' list 
at the same time. 
.. It's also a case in engineet ing 
where a dass may just get up and 
wte eo.~·· be said. 
Although the senate has the 
final authority over what action to 
take about the ~ties. the 
AMS decided to conduct an 
investigation because it was 
given responsibility for running 
the election, DeMarco said. 
Peters said there have been 
threats of physical violeoce and 
bJackmail during the AMS in-
vestigation. 
"I have evidence that there 
was at least one case of a threat 
of physical violence and evidence 
of outright bladanail," he said. 
DeMarco said he has received 
an anonymous lettet threatening 
disclosure of embarrassing infor-
mation if be continues with the 
AMS investigation. 
"I'm not worried about it (the 
letter) because I have nothing to 
bide," DeMarco said. 
Peters said he has received 
reportS of irregularities at other 
poDs. 
"Numerous people have come 
to me wanting to make specific 
allegations about all kinds of 
things about the election," be 
said. 
"These (other irreBuJarities) 
haven't come out because they 
are deathly afraid of physical 
risals " rep • 
Peters said the election was 
improperly run because there 
were no envelopes requiring a 
voter's name and student num-
ber for each ballot cast. 
Be also said many AMS cards 
were improperly ticked off, al-
lowing some students to vote 
twice. 
The controversy about irregu-
larities in the engineering poll 
might end with one of the current 
student board membets stepping 
down. 
At the engineering poll Basil 
Peters got 257 votes from the 274 
ballots cast.. 
It has been estimated that as 
many as 150 of the poll's ballots 
may have been cast by proxy. H 
these ballots are invalidated, 
Fran Watters will tedmicaUy be 
elected. 
.-p.._lFiery AGM scheduled 
lege (esapt student coaocil 
.,...,when). 'l1le T.O.P .S. would 
include not only 'l1le Other Press, 
but otbeF ~r::-:,tions 
such as the Poetry 
Reriew .... any student maga-
zines. An Other Press reporter, 
Nancy McRi1dUe, said that a 
Boanl ol Directors would be 
elected from the 't'arious publi-
catioas, bat .. aD decisions of the 
Boanl ol Din:dors would be 
appeaiMie 10 a general meeting 
olT.O.P.S. 
When aslred what the reasons 
were fw ••ln!IOIIIJ, McRiu:hie 
replied that ~.. Other Press 
feels it bas 10 be objet:tive and 
that the student council could 
jeapeadia: T.O.P.'s funding if 
aitical things abOut the student <hanging the definition of 
couna1 were published." "Officers of the Society" so as to 
Not everybody is in favour of exclude ~ Olairpersons, 
an independent Other Press, -setting aside a fixed allocation. 
however. Student council presi- to the administration to fund the 
dent Dave Johnston stated that activities oo-ordinator position an 
be did not feel that The Other intramurals. 
Press was "ready to assume Johnston stated that these 
autonomy". Johnston also felt amendments were designed to 
that the current system ''works "improve the workability" of the 
quite well" current constitution. 
Under the current system, The Tinkess, however-, feels that 
Other Press geoeraJly publishes having oouncil meetings once a 
three issues before it knows 
whether it will be funded. 
Other proposed constituticmal 
. amendments include: 
-increasing the peOod between 
c:uuncillllfdings from two weeks 
to a month. 
month instead of twice a month 
would "place too much business 
on one meeting agenda." 
Tinkess was also concerned 
that the campuseS may lose some 
of their autonomy through the 
redefinition of Society Officers. 
1'. 
..... ·~ ~ . .. .... .. lo 
~ . 
,., .. , 
.. ..... , 
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Hostility towards visa studentS on the increase 
TORONTO( CUP)-Workshops 
and panels at a conference on 
international education showed 
that ideals for international edu-
cation are not met in practice and 
suggested that hostility toward 
visa students in Canada will 
increase rather than diminish in 
coming years. 
That was the verdict of Ian 
Campbell, principal of the Uni-
versity of Waterloo's Renison 
College, in a summary of the 
Canadian Bureau for Interna-
tional Education conference held 
here Jan. 22-24. 
Throughout the conference, 
Campbell said, "it was clear that 
the role Canada is playing in the 
education of foreign students is 
inadequate. There is an in-
creasing tendency of Canadians 
to see foreign students as part of 
a population of immigrants, part 
of a population which is seen 
increasingly in this country as a 
threat." 
"These patterns of hostility 
will not diminish but increase in 
the next decade. Canada will not 
be as friendly a place for the 
foreign student in the next 15 
years as it was in the last 25," he 
added. 
Campbell pointed out: "The 
composition of our foreign stu-
dent population has changed _and 
changed dramatically in a rela-
tively short period." 
A CBIE survey of Canada's 
international students showed 
that the numbers of visa students 
in Canada have nearly doubled 
from about 30,000 in 1973 to 
nearly 56,000 in 1976. As well, 
the mix of visa students has 
changed from the days ~hen ~e 
United States was the main 
source of students to the present 
when well more than half of visa 
students are from Far East or 
Asia, with the number of stu-
dents from Hong Kong nearly 
tripling from 1973 to 1976 from 
about 6,000 to almost 17,000. 
Conference workshops dis-
cussed measures which have 
been introduced or tightened up 
during the period when the 
numbers and places of origin of 
visa students underwent drama-
tic change. 
Panelists looked at the new 
Immigration Act, to become law 
in April, which restricts the way 
visa students can gain student 
status and their travel in Canada 
once they gain that status. They 
noted that the act also give 
immigration officials broad--
some said unnecessary-discre-
ti~nary powers in dealing with 
VISa students. 
Other workshops looked at the 
increasing discussion of setting 
quotas on numbers of visa stu-
dents, in some cases according to 
their area of origin, with one 
panelist suggesting that the mo-
tives for such quotas lie in racism 
rather than concern for a wider 
variety of visa students. 
They discussed language tests, 
such as the Test of English as a 
Foreign Language, which are 
frequently misused by institu-
tions. 
They noted that differential 
fees, implemented in Ontario and 
Alberta, are affecting visa stu-
dent enrolments. 
In his summary, Campbell 
pointed out that many of the 
workshops approached the ques-
tion of international education 
from a self-interest point of view. 
Rather than stressing the cul-
tural and educational benefits 
which international students can 
bring to Canadians, one work-
shop looked at how to use edu-
cation as an export commodity on 
a cost-recovery basis. 
And some participants in other 
workshops discussed the impor-
tance of maintaining and perhaps 
increasing visa student enrol-
ments-but as a way of coping 
Canadian citizens and landed 
immigrants which seems to have 
begun in Canadian institutions. 
In a seminar on recent re-
search on visa students, Univer-
sity of Alberta graduate student 
Ralph Schuh said a recent survey 
he did showed that Canadian 
students are tending to label visa 
students as undesirable. 
He suggested that current 
economic conditions, with cut-
backs and high unemployment, 
are emphasizing the indivi-
dualism and competitiveness of 
the university environment and 
leading Canadian students to feel 
threatened by visa students com-
peting for places within certain 
faculties. 
Despite increasing restric-
tions, Campbell noted that 
"there is going to be a continuing 
high level of demand for places, 
at least at the high school and 
post-secondary level of educa-
tion, in all developed countries. 
He referred to a panel discus-
sion in which Shiu Kong, past 
dean of education at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, said 
that despite changes in that 
country's education system, 
there will continue to be 15,000 
or 16,000 students annually 
seeking post-secondary educa-
tion who cannot be accomodated 
in Hong Kong. 
And, he said, those students 
will continue to favour Canada as 
the place for an educaclon be-
cause of its prestige, languages 
of education, political neutrality 
and an established tradition of 
Hong Kong students in Canada. 
And, although few specific 
ways of coping .with the problems 
discussed were agreed upon, one ' 
panelist pointed out that reac-
tions and policies aimed at visa 
students must be seen in the 
context of the public's changing 
perception of and attitude toward 
government expenditures. 
Max von Zur-Mueh!en of Sta-
tistics Canada told one workshop; 
"I don't think one could isolate 
reaction to the question of fo-
reign students from this over·all 
reaction in society. There's no 
value judgement, but the num-
bers have had a rather substan-
tial growth rate. 
"And since foreign students 
are an identifiable group, they 
have to some ettent become a 
scapegoat in certain quarters." 
Quebec demands free tuition Equal pay for 
::;:ts.,.,:,ttNE~~y.~ work of equal value QUEBEC CITY(CUP)--Student demands for free tuition for 
Quebec's seven universities may 
be realized within two years, 
according to Education Minister 
Jacques-Yvan Morin. 
Morin told representatives of 
I' Association nationale des etu-
diants du Quebec (ANEQ) at a 
meeting Jan. 25 that he would 
defend the $50 million proposal 
before the provincial cabinet. 
Free tuition has been a demand 
of Quebec student organizations 
since the early 1960s, and ANEQ 
has intensified pressure for the 
measure as part of a current 
drive for universal accessibility 
for post-secondary education. 
Morfu said the government 
would be unable to meet other 
points of the accessibility pro-
gram-the elimination of student 
indebtedness, loan free financial 
aid, and recognition of indepen-
dent aid status to all post-
secondary education. 
Morin said the government 
would be unable to meet other 
points of the accessibility pro-
gram-the elimination of student 
indebtedness, loan free financial 
aid, and recognition of indepen-
dent aid status to all post-
secondary students-because of 
the $100 million price tag, al-
though he "agreed with the 
principle." 
ANEQ suggested the govern- · 
ment could afford both programs 
by revising its taxation policy 
most from public education. TORONTO(CUP)-Delegates at a 
Morin said the suggestion would recent conference here called on 
be referred to the ministry of the Ontario government to se-
flnance. riously enforce equal pay and 
The government also agreed to anti-sex discrimination laws and 
study ANEQ demands for the urged the province to legislate 
institution of Rand formula fund- that equal pay be give for work of 
ing for the provincial association, • equal value. 
The resolution, which drew 
by which the provincial govern- vigorous support from delegates 
ment would pay I' ANEQ one to a conference on equal pay and 
dollar per student for campuses equal opportunity sponsored by 
where they are the certified the Ontario labour minisuy, was 
representative of students. addressed to provincial Labour 
ANEQ has been unable to collect Minister Bette Stephenson. 
A preamble to the resolution 
the one dollar per student fee pointed out that the social costs 
from individual administrations of iriequality and lack of oppor-
because of their refusal to live up tunity for working women had 
to contracts With local student been amply demonstrated at the 
unions. conference. 
Quebec college turns profit It continued: "The iriadequacy of the Ontario government's response to these inequalities is also clear. Despite equal pay 
laws, the gap between male and 
female wages is widening. Legis-
lation, guidelines and regulations 
are not helping. They are either 
based on voluntary compliance or 
inadequately enforced.'' 
ST. JEROME* QUE.(CUP)-A 
profit-making private corporation 
is operating out of CEGEP de St. 
Jerome, and local and provincial 
teachers' unions want to know 
why. 
The Federation Nationale des 
Enseignants Quebecois (FNEQ) 
has complained to the provincial 
education minister and de-
manded a definitive policy from 
the ministry on the role of private 
enterprise in public education in 
Quebec. 
Service et Realisation en Vie 
Etudiante is a profit-making com-
pany established in 1973 by three 
administrative technology stu-
dents. Many professors and stu-
dents from the department are on 
the present board of the com-
pany, which provides many on-
ca~pus services usually offered 
by a student association or 
college services department. 
FNEQ and the local college 
union charge that SRVE has a 
direct role in course content and 
that its presence represents a 
"serious threat to the CEGEP's 
autonomy, and poses a grave 
conflict of interest." 
The college administration al-
lows SRVE free access to office 
space and facilities, and, ac-
cording to the teachers' union, 
has granted and loaned money to 
the corporation over the lll$t four 
years. 
Both SRVE and CEGEP -offi-
cials have refused to comment on 
the charges. 
According to FNEQ president 
Lucille Beauchemin: "We cannot 
accept the presence of private 
enterprise directly or otherwise 
in the education process-even 
less so when the enterprise 
draws a profit from its role." 
Beauchemin said the corpora-
tion's presence makes teachers 
wonder if private industry is 
interfering with college educa-
tion on a grander scale in the 
province. 
Le rapport Nadeau, a govern-
ment paper now under study, 
calls for a much greater role for 
the private sector in public edu-
cation in Quebec. FNEQ, the 
provincial student association 
and the major labour unions have 
all criticized the proposal. 
As one delegate noted: "As 
long as it is profitable to pay 
women less, voluntary com-
pliance won't work, and change, 
in the form of provincial equal 
value legislation, is a long way 
away." 
Current equal pay legislation 
in Canada is narrowly defmed, in 
that it only requires equal pay for 
work that is ~·substantially the 
same." Equal value legislation 
means pay rates for men and 
women in dissimilar jobs can be 
compared if they require sub-· 
stantially the same skill, effort 
and responsibility and are per-
formed under similar conditions. 
The latest available figW:es 
show that womf'..n working full- . 
time earn an average of only 55 
per cent of men's earnings. Part 
of the problem is that most 
working women are in low paid 
clerical jobs-jobs which are 
usually held by women. 
University of Toronto law pro-
fessor Mary Eberts used figures 
showing that complaints and 
settlements under prDvincial 
equal pay laws mainly instituted~ 
in the 1950s have been absurdly 
low. And although the number of 
complaints increased in the late·· 
1960s, she said the record of 
complaints and monetary reco-
very "is not a good one, given 
the costs to the government of 
recovery activity.'' 
In most cases, actions can be 
brought against ·employers by 
only one person, rather than by 
groups. Women who face the • 
emotional and financial strain of 
opposing an employer by them-
selves often just give up. 
And in cases where women 
don't give up, employers can still 
get off easy-companies are not 
required by law to rectify wage 
imbalances on a company-wide 
basis for women in . the same 
position as the woman who wins 
an action. 
A striking example occurred in 
Alberta, where seven nurses' 
aids took their hospital to court, 
were awarded back pay, and for 
the two who remained working, 
parity with men who worked at 
the hospital. But the cost to the 
employer was only Sl4,0QO-:.in-
stead of the $1.5 million it would 
have cost if the action had been 
applied to all 300 underpaid 
atdes. 
Well, how can you tell you are 
at the college for another_ 
lseJnester7 It might be that the 
for your books came 
fthl,...niYh and the bank has in-
you that you do not have 
sufficient funds, or it might be 
that your studies are starting to 
up and you have to go out for 
beer somewhere, but where do 
go, all the old drinking holes 
getting boring, so wadda you 
eh? 
a Douglas College · pub 
night, always fun, always plenty 
of cheap beer to drink and always 
canned music. 
The first one of the semester 
last Friday was typical of any of 
the local impairment centres: 
drink lots, talk lots, drink lots and 
you might even dance a little 
before your first 12 beer. 
The best thing about a D.C. 
pub night is the people. Every-
one is friendly (even if some of 
them cannot talk coherendy near 
the end of the 
by Davin Karjala . 
· The carpeted floors of Rich• 
mood can:tpus have felt the feet 
of many students in the past two 
semesters. However, within this 
homey a mosphere that is so 
much a distinction for the cam-
pus, there also lurks the two 
spectres of apathy and boredom. 
Students at the Richmond cam-
pus have found it difficult during _ 
tl)eir days and weeks of classes, 
tests, essays and labs to fmd 
ways to while away idle hours 
between classes when it is nei-
ther economiCal nor practical to 
go home. 
The only available leisure ser-
vice at the mudflat campus is the 
Richmond Inn, which features a 
stripper in the surroundings of a 
cheezy beer parlour during the 
day and an ear-shattering disco 
at night. There are no ping pong 
tables, and a pinball machine 
was removed after managerial 
complaints of "too much noise". 
Backgammon games have been 
considered, but there has yet for 
a single board to appear. 
There are those who say that 
_schools are a place to study but is 
it not true that. work in place of 
play soon leads to an alienated 
individual who knows no friends 
except his books? 
The action of a good game of 
chess, backgammon, or ping-
pong brings competition, deter-
mination .and a sense of be-
longing. Certainly, beer drinking 
stints bring on a vague sense of 
camaraderie, but chronic partici-
pation in such events can bring 
on a ·bulging stomach, sclerosis 
of the liver, and even alcoholism. 
The Richmond student repre-
sentatives have taken steps to 
combat boredom and apathy on 
campus by organizing frequent 
dances and attempting to remain 
in touch with student problems 
by maintaining an open-door 
policy while they are in their 
office. 
Their efforts, however, have 
been stymied by the reluctance of 
the New Westminster-based stu-
dent society to make freely 
available funds ($500 to be exact) 
that have been allocated to each 
campus. In order for them to 
obtain these funds, they must 
apply to "El Primo" (David 
Johnston) in New Westminster. 
In essence, the oudying cam-
pus representatives are being . 
treated like children when in fact 
they are positions of responsi-
bility. The problem is that the 
upper-echelon power bloc is un-
willing to relinquish its power to 
those who have not won the 
Douglas College popularity poll 
(~t_ is, student representatives' 
elections). As a consequence 
they cling tighter and tighter to 
money that is not theirs, but the 
students'. 
What may be requirea is the 
lump sum release of. these funds_ 
so that the student represen-
tatives can use these funds for 
the improvement of life on their 
various campuses (in the form of 
guest lectures, musicians, sound 
equipment, films, or games). 
There have been many dis-
grunded student representatives 
passing through the Richmond 
campus who have said that the 
Lulu Island campus should se-
cede from the Douglas College 
monster. The geographical dis-
tance ·between Richmond and 
New Westminster has developed 
an alienation similar to that of the 
western provinces and the mas-
sive bureaucracy in Ottawa. The 
sad part is that the centralized 
student government does not 
seem to think that ·the outpost 
campuses are worth their con-
sideration when in fact there are 
800 students attending the Rich-
mond campus or 8000 dollars of 
the student society's budget. 
The Richmond campus serves 
the municipalities of Richmond, 
Tsawwassen and Ladner. I feel 
that it is about time that students 
of those areas received a fair 
shake for their dollar. -
• Student council reacts to critical opinions agatn 
by Nancy McRitchie 
At the student council meeting 
last Saturday, council discussed 
the criticisms they have received 
from Bill Burnham in his opinion 
articles in The other Press. 
Student president Dave John-
ston wanted to see council reply 
to the articles, saying, "I'm 
concerned about criticism be-
cause I feel at times we aren't 
doing all that we should." 
Richmond chairperson Bob 
Machuk refuted any accusations 
that council wasn't doing any-
thing. "They (students) don't 
realize how much work it takes," 
said Machuk. 
It was suggested that one 
method of answering the articles 
by Burnham was to send an 
aggressive letter to the students 
soliciting input from them. 
Norm Greenfaeld, vice-presi-
dent internal, said, "The basic 
problem of an organization such 
as student council is that it takes 
200 per cent output to get 50 per 
cent input. •• 
Before council passed budgets 
for the student society, l'Qe 
Other Press, clubs and associa-
tions, Surrey chairperson Bob 
Tinkess initiated a discussion on 
how the funds should be allo-
cated. 
Tinkess suggested that the 
money be allocated and equally 
distributed by separate cam-
puses "to give campuses more 
money and responsibility." 
Johnston replied, "What you 
are advocating is too drastic." 
Tinkess attempted to have the 
question of how funds should be 
allocated put on the agenda of 
the AGM. With some opposition 
from the chair, he succeeded in 
doing so. Tom Styffe, Coquidam 
chairperson told The Other Press 
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that "Coquidam supports Surrey 
in this completely." 
In other business, council 
struck an intramurals advisory 
committee to work with the new 
Intramurals Co-ordinator Fred 
Jones. This committee is com-
prised of 11 persons with repre-
sentation of all campuses, faculty 
and staff. 
Four delegates were chosen to 
attend the B.C. Students .Fede-
ration conference . in Prince 
George next month. BCSF is 
planning an unemployment-oun-
paign in conjunction with the 
B.C. Federation of Labour. 
Kenton Harris, president of 
the Ski Oub, questioned the 
National Union of Students, 
asking, "What does NUS do for 
us?" Johnston answered that 
NUS is a political organization 
that is a recognized voice for 
students. "The rewards are in-
tangible right now", Johnston 
said. 
Council is considering re-
ducing student activity fees for 
the summer semester. Johnston 
said "I think this is legitimate 
because we don't offer much in 
the summer." 
It would cost the student 
society between $100,000 and 
$150,000 to construct the ski 
cabin on the lot that they are 
leasing at Whisder. Johnston 
suggested that council consider 
backing out of the lease. "This is 
possible," he said "because we 
4 haven't signed anything yet. 
However, we won't get our $530 
bac)<." 
The date of the Annual Gene-
ral Meeting has been changed 
from Wednesday, Feb. 22 to Feb. 
23 in a bid to get more students 
out. Council was concerned that 
quorum (100 students) would not 
be reached and so decided to 
hold the meeting on Thursday 
when there will be no classes (it 
is a professional development 
day). Entertainment of some kind 
will take place in the morning 
before the AGM and a pub will 
be held afterwards. Coffee and 
sandwiches will be available. 
. Job opportunities 
B.C. Ministry ot Labour em-
ployees visited Douglas College 
last week and .distnbuted appli-
cation forms to students for 
summer jobs. 
The Employment Opportunity 
Program collects applications 
from all the post-secondary insti-
tutions in the province. The com-
pute,: system compiles data from 
the application forms. The com-
puter can then give the employer 
a list of qualified people. 
Students receive cards m the 
mail which they must fill out and 
return, listing any new status. H 
this is not done it is assumed the 
student is no longer seeking 
employment. 
Last year approximately 4600 
positions were filled through the 
program. Applications and assis-
tance can be found in the Student 
- Placement offices. 
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SaCred Davidson tours Surre 
by J ealllletle fill* EIJik 
Walter Davidson, (SCDelta) 
took a tour of Douglas College's 
Surrey campus last Monday to 
see what services are available at 
the college and where emphasis 
has to be placed. 
John Sutherland, College 
Council chairperson, and George 
Wootton, the principal of Doug-
las College, took Davidson 
through the ' whole of Surrey 
campus showing him the various 
rooms and explaining the dif-
ferent programs offered at Doug-
las College: 
In a tclephone interview Mon-
day, Davidson said sarcastically, 
''The thing that amazed me the 
most about Douglas College (Sur-
rey campus) is the tremendous 
amount of space available." 
He said that the thing that 
inipressed him the most is that 
there is so much crammed into a 
tiny little area, with rooms that 
looked like they were once closets 
and were stuffed with desks to 
make offices. 
"Anyone can see . that for a 
campus that is supposed to serve 
the community, we're spending a 
lot less than we should be," 
Davidson commented. 
Davidson would like to see 
increased funding for Douglas 
College and he said the best way 
to do that would be to advise both 
BiD Vanderzalm, JJ!inister of 
human resources, and Bob Mc-
LeUand, minister of health, to 
participate in the same type of 
tour he took. 
That way they would ~th 
realize exactly what servtces 
Douglas College has available 
and on what programs emphasis 
must be_ placed. 
"Personally," Davidson said, 
"I would like to See more 
emphasis placed on technical 
applications. There are a lot of 
jobs available for technical 
, people in B.C. and there are very 
few people that are qualified for · 
the jobs." 
Douglas CoUege does offer 
technical programs such as the 
Interior Design program and the 
health programs. Health services 
is expanding gready creating 
high job opportunities and th~ 
health programs have also been 
growing continually since they 
started. 
The good thing about these 
programs at Douglas College, 
Davidson said, is that people tan 
complete the program one seme-
ster at a time, instead of having 
to do the whole thing at once. 
BCIT offers a great number of 
technical programs but there is a 
long waiting list to get in. Heavy 
machinery programs probably 
could not be offered at Douglas 
College, according to. Davidson, 
but some of the other programs 
could. · 
Davidson said that the sta-
tistics at BCIT are very impres-
sive. People go to BCIT, become 
trained in a certain field, become 
employed, then move up to 
higher positions,- making room 
for others m;endy trained in the 
field. 
"One of the greatest priori-
ties," Davidson commented, "is 
the need to combine aU the 
programming into one perma-
nent campus." 
Crime dept. growing 
by Marialme McKave 
. The Criminology department is 
the only department in Douglas 
College that has its own student-
oriented association (C.A.). 
In its second semester, the 
association looks past the 
planning that went into its first 
semester, and anticipates a very 
productive few months ahead. 
The association held a meeting 
last Wednesday, headed by pre-
sident Dave McAllister. 
"It was good to see some new 
faces," he remarked. "They're 
going to need new people for 
next semester if the association is 
going to stay alive." 
Last semester, the association 
had a membership of over fifty 
people. 
"A lot of planning was in-
volved last semester," he ex-
plained. "We had a good res-
ponse from the criminology stu-
dents, especiaUy considering that 
we only formed the association in 
November, which was weD into 
the last half of the semester." 
In December, the association 
held a dinner and dance at 
Severin's, in Burnaby, which 
turned out to be a big success. 
"We put a lot of money into it, 
but it was reaDy worthwhile. 
Everyone had a great time," 
McAllister said. -
One of the major actions of the 
association is to let· the crimi-
nology students have a voice, and 
they try to deal with any com-
plaints or problems these stu-
dents may have. 
"Many of the students have 
problems with transfer credits, 
lack of needed books, or perhaps 
have questions about the job 
situation after graduation," Mc-
AUister explained. "These are 
some of the things that we try to 
assist the students with!" 
"We also want to bring in 
some outside material that is 
relevant to what we're taking," 
he said. 
"The criminology teachers do 
not use many films, and there are 
a lot of good ones. We'd like to 
get a film series for some of the 
lunch hours." 
McAUister would also like the 
students to become aware of the 
meetings of the B.C. Corrections 
Association, at the Brittania 
Community Centre. 
"The meetings are not only 
relev:an~, but interesting and very 
worthwhile to the criminology 
students." 
The association also has a few 
activities 20ing on in OakaUa. 
"Some of the students play 
floor hockey with the OakaUa 
inmates on Tuesday nights. Also, 
a group of people headed by 
Thelma Peschke have talk ses-
sions with some of the inmates on 
Sunday and Thursday nights." 
The association has plans for 
another dance, near the end of 
the/ear, and it wiD probably be 
hel at the Centennial Lodge. 
"If we run on the reputation of 
the Christmas dance, it should be 
reaDy good." 
The association charges a 
membership fee of $3, and would 
like to have as many of the 
criminology students as possible 
involved. 
.. Realistically, I think we could 
probably get at least half of the 
criminology students involved. 
Mter aU, it's for them," Mc-
AUister added. 
Elections to verify the. posi-
tions wiD be held at the' next 
criminology ineeting next month, 
and aU the criminology students' 
are encouraged to attend. 
Surrey rep resigns 
by J ealllletle tJQtl EIJik 
Geoff Nash resigned from his 
position of Surrey representative 
last Monday due to his taking an 
increased number of courses on 
the New Westminster campus 
this semester. · 
"I can't do the job of Surrey 
representative properly if I have 
most of my courses in New 
Westminster," he said, and 
added, "I'm glad I'm not on the 
Students' Council anymore." _ 
"There doesn't seem to be aU 
that much support on Surrey 
campus by the students for even 
having a student council. Every-
one was demanding but they 
weren't willing to put in any 
time. It's a thankless position 
really, in fact, most of the 
positions on the student's council 
are thankless, including the posi-
tion of president." 
"It had been bugging me that 
power was cenP'alized on New 
Westminster but that wasn't why 
I quit. The general setup of the 
student council system in New 
Westminster is much more or-
ganized. Even tltough the execu-
tives were supposed to be repre-
senting aU seven campuses, they 
seemed to have a general interest 
in New Westminster. I suspect 
that the New Westminster repre-
sentatives have· a very minimal 
input into council affairs, where-
as on other campuses there is 
about a 50 percent input." 
Nash's resignation means that 
Bob Tinkess, the Surrey chair-
person, wiD have to tackle the jo~ 
alone until a new Surrey repre-
sentative i~ elected. 
Tinkess spoke of wanting more 
unity between the campuses, 
because he feels there is too 
much centralization of power at 
the New Westminster campus. 
He is planning events such as an 
inter-campus beer drinking con-
test. 
Getting the students better 
informed is a major priority of 
Tinkess'. One way in .which he 
wiD do this is through a recent 
agreement he made with the 
Graphics Department, who have 






by Guy Tat~t~et~ 
The Criminology department 
of Douglas College has intro-
duced a new course this semester 
caUed "Compatitive Criminal 
Justice Systems". One section of 
this course is devoted to a trip to 
England to actuaUy see how a 
different justice system worlcs. 
The college wiD not be paying 
anything for this fieldtrip, except 
Jack Ferguson's wages. Fer-
guson is paying for the plane 
tickets himself. 
Ferguson, the head of D.C.'s 
criminology department, is the 
instructor that wiD l~d the group 
on their two week outing. 
"It wiD give the students an 
idea of the differences and simi-
larities of other justice systems." 
said Ferguson. 
Ferguson said that they did not 
want to go to the United States 
because their system was not 
similar to Canada's, although the 
two systems were derived from 
the British justice_ system. 
Ferguson said that they had 15 
people signed up so far. They wiD 
take a maximum or25 students 
but would like about 20. 
The cost to the fortunate 
student for this trip wiD be a 
mere $700. This isn't bad when 
you consider that accomodations 
are being arranged by the British 
Department of Education for a 
nominal fee. 
The students wiD be spending 
their first few aays in London 
seeing how the court system 
there worlcs and they wiD also 
tour the probation offices and the 
British Home Office (the security 
department of the British govern-
ment). 
The second part of their tour 
wiD be in the city of Lincoln and 
the group wiD examine the prison 
there. 
Their second sto_(l is Exodor to 
see the Devin pnson and the 
police department. Then they're 
off to see how the Guildford 
police department worlcs with 
their new computerized com-
munications system. 
After their extensive touring 
those who want to spend another 
six weeks in England can do so, 
while the rest of them go back 
home to Canada and the grind of 
college life. 
Let us hope that the exube-
rant criminology students do not 
get a chance to see how the 
British criminal justice system 
worlcs from the inside of a prison 
cell, but it would definitely give a 
good taste of the system. . 
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With apathy the predominant eeling in this college towards 
courses and activities, it is refreshing-to say the least-to find a 
class of students who are willing to give up a portion of their 
valuable personal time to earn money to pay an instructor which the 
college.feels is teaching an expendable course. • 
HOwever-, it is extremely disheartening to see administration 
and, in part, student president Dave Johnston squashing such 
enthusiasm by preaching self-ri2bteous platitudes that the student 
population should not concern themselves with the matter. 
The problem surfaced last week when fine arts division director 
Len Whiteley informed the instructor of the baseball class, Bill 
Long, that the department could no longer provide the S460 needed 
to bring in an umpiring instructor. The umpire instruction enabled 
the students to work summers and evenings as baseball umpires. 
After one.semester, students had acquired a marketable skill and 
were earning money towards their tuition - no other course at 
Douglas College can make such a claim. 
Unfortunafely, administration feels a course like this should be 
the first to go when money is tight. Not very encouraging policy. 
When the class heard that the ~tructor would not be hired they 
decided to raise the instructor's salary themselves through a pub or 
a-dance. The class with the support of Long, formed a ~mmittee 
and approached Johnston for approval. 
Johnston refused. 
However, he did agree to fire off-a memo to all the administration 
members involved, including Len Whiteley, the director of fine arts 
and Don Porter, Dean of Instruction. 
johnston, however, felt the press should be left in the dark about 
the p~em and the memo. 
When first questioned about the memo, Johnston was hesitant to 
confirm he had writt~ the note, but later admitted to sending the 
memo and elaborated slighdy on what it said. 
Briefly, Johnston stated that he was against helping the class 
mganize a dance or pub because it would be setting a bad 
precedent for a student government to be forced to fund courses 
when that should be the sole responsibility of the administration. 
He sta~ that students had paid once for courses through tuition 
and should not be made to put up money again; a stand that is both 
commendable and appropriate. Unfortunately, like all moral 
stands, we can see the innocent - in this case the baseball class -
suffering for the point being made by the self-righteous. 
The-story out of administration is even more interesting. 
Whiteley, when contacted, stated he really knew nothing about 
theaffairexceptwhathehad read in the memo from johnston, and 
that the fine arts budget did not have S460 to pay for an umpiring 
instructor. 
Don Porter, the administrative member looking into the matter 
also expressed disrespect for the students' right to know what is 
going on with the powers who run their college when he refused to 
answer direct questions asked of him by The Other Press. 
Porter, when asked if the college would or would not fund a 
course this semester, which· it had funded for two previous 
semesters, answered with a straight "I think it would be 
disrespectful for me to answer questions before Johnston reads a 
letter I sent in response to his memo." 
He went on to say that if The Other Press wanted questions 
answered they should "write them in a memo like Johnston did." 
By remarks like this Porter feels he has no responsibility to the 
students and should not be accountable to them through the 
student press for his actions concerning the courses the students 
receive. 
In Porter's words The Other Press should "trot down the road 
andread my response over johnston's shoulder." A comment like 
that rings of having the students' interests at heart. 
Later in the evening, The Other Press didn't trot down the road 
and look over johnston's shoulder, but asked him to release 
Porter's answer; again he felt it was not time for the students to 
know what was going on except that there is no money coming. 
At all ends of this story those who are in administrative power 
have felt this is their own little affair, and feel those who are really 
the players in this fiasco have no business or right knowing how the 
players are making them move. 
That iS an arrogant attitude that has no place in this college, and 
it is smothering the first flicker of student interest in their lives at 
Douglas College. 
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Campuses need your support 
·The centralization of power on 
the New Westminster campus is 
a . major gripe of the other 
campuses, but until some cam-
pus representatives are willing. to 
make an effort to properly fill 
their positions within the system, 
these criticisms are simply petty 
whining. 
If student president Dave 
Johnston's actions are authori-
tarian, they are only so because 
student representatives allow 
him to be that way. It is the 
responsibility of- counOllors to 
have an understanding of the 
rules that govern a council 
meeting and to hold their chair-
person to those rules, allowing 
for neither digression, or the 
railroading of issues without 
question. 
It is also their responsibility to 
have an extensive understanding 
of the issues concerning students 
and Douglas College, to allow for 
their active participation as a 
voice for the students they repre-
sent. 
The student .JOVernment has 
been described as colonialism. 
New Westminster campus is the 
natural choice for the motherland 
because the college adminis-
tration, the student society busi-
ness office, and the student 
newspaper are based here. By 
the very nature of a multi-
campus college, we are destined 
to j,roblems in communication 
an the balance of power. 
Rather than immediately tear 
down the old system, it would be 
more productive for campus re-
presentatives to first try to func-
tion smoothly within the system. 
Instead of griping about what 
the campuses and their repre-
sentatives do not have, these 
reps should make proper use of 
what they do have. 
It takes a well informed and 
hard working persM to work 
effectively on s~dent council. 
The council executive seems to 
be willing to make this sort of 
commitment. If other councillors 
are not willing to leave their 
trivial complaints behind and 
concentrate on more aggressive 
productivity, they should confine 
themselves to distributing news-
papers and making pOSters. 
At the Saturday student coun-
cil meeting our star reporter - the 
helpless and innocent Nancy 
McRitchie • was subjected to a 
barrage of unjustified accusa-
tions and comments concerning 
The Other Press. 
The attack on the poor girl was 
led by certain student council 
members Whose behavior would 
have been called out of order 
even at john Birch Society 
meetings. The abuse started only 
after five Other Press members 
left the meeting, leaving the 
indefensible and young Nancy by 
herself to face the wolves. 
Pick on · somebody your own 
size you big bullies! Leave our 
litde friend alone or her big 
friends will come looking for you! 
t -.-..., t .. .. ... ,. ,..... ,f .. ··- ...... 
__ }, ~-~~___,:,-_.7._·;~~-~--~·· P1Nibr\J~--.. ____ _ 
Non-smokers arrogant 
Non-smokers have to be the 
most arrogant bunch of refor-
mers yet. H they so much as 
catch a glimpse of a cigarette 
pack protruding from a pocket oe 
purse, watch out, they become 
instantly transformed into 
preachers who would make Billy 
Graham look undedicated. 
The majority of non-smokers 
have admirable tales to tell of 
their own will-power and healthy 
living; "I used to smoke two 
packs a day, but I quit, cold 
turkey.", or, "I took a stop-
smoking course five years ago 
and I haven't touched a cigarette 
since." 
Some of them tty to come off as 
being genuinely concerned about 
you physical well-being; 
"Smoking is really hard on your 
body, you know, it affects your 
lungs and heart, and liver and 
stomach, ad nauseum." 
Others will tty scare tactics; 
"Another nail in the old coffin 
there. Have you ever seen a 
picture of what the insides of a 
smoker's lungs looks like? Hor-
nole." 
A few will become downright 
nasty; "Filthy, dirty, disgusting 
habit. Would you put that out? 
Cigarette smoke really bothers 
me." 
And then there's the practical 
soul; "Do you realize how much 
money that is going up in smoke, 
ha ha, lit,tle joke there, in a year if 
you smoke a pack a day? You 
don't? Well, I'D tell you: it's S300 
a year, that's how much! Think 
of what you could buy with S300 
and there's people starving in 
India, or the cancer fund would 
be a good charity for you." 
My personal favorite, though, 
is the hen-pecked wife or hus-
band; "I just had to quit when 
my George wouldn't kiss me 
anymore because he said that my 
mouth tasted like a dirty old 
ashtray. Well, land sakes alive, I 
just quit right on the spot! 
But by far the most dislikeable 
ex-nicotine addict is the one who 
plays · psycho-analyst with you; 
"Tell me now, why do smoke? 
Are you nervous and self-
conscious around other people? 
Is the cigarette so you can do 
something with your hands? A 
security blanket, or maybe it's 
just an oral fixation. Were you 
breast or bottle-fed? Are you 
lading something in your life 
that the cigarette is a substitute . 
for? You know, friend. once you 
find out what the problem is, you 
can lick it." 
There are the silently suffering 
non-smokers who will never say a 
word against your habit, but they 
manage quite well to convey their 
feelings to you. 
They neVer have an ashtray in 
a convenient place for a guest 
who might possibly smoke. Be-
fore you have a cigarette, you 
meekly ask for an ·ashtray. The 
non-smoker goes into a back 
room, closet, or maybe even an 
attic to rummage through boxes, 
t:ronks, Christmas decorations 
and old boots until, about a half 
an hour later, they grudgingly 
produce a tiny stained brass 
"souvenirOfN"aagara Falls". You 
know that it's a family heirloom 
and that it is causing the owner 
great pain foe you to use it. 
When you light up, the non-
smoker will burst into a finny of 
activity. They will rush around 
opening windows, doors, lighting 
<;andles, turning on fans and air-
conditioners and spraying Flo-
rient. Never mind that it's the 
middle of winter and freezing 
outside, let's just freshen up the 
air a little bit. 
They'll sit down again as far 
away from you as possible, 
frequently cough, and the second 
you butt your butt, they're in 
action again. The ashtray is 
emptied, the garbage taken out, 
the ashtray washed, polished, 
and packed away again, and then 
look out foe another barrage of 
Florient. Not a word is spoken. H 
you by chance ask if your hostess 
minds if you smoke, she'll smile 
sweetly and say, "No, of course 
not, just because I don't smoke 
doesn't mean that I mind if you 
do." But you'll think twice before 
lighting another one. 
And let's not fotget the macho 
who thinks men shoo1d smoke, 
but it makes a woman look 
"cheap". Or the guy with a fat, 
soggy cigar in his face, or a 
billowing pipe, saying "I would 
not smoke a cigarette, you get 
cancer. With this I nerer inhale, 
so the smoke doesn't bother 
me." And how about the jerk 
who always has a wad of chewing 
tobacco stuffed in the side of his 
face, tobacco juice stains down 
the corners of his mouth; and 
Lord help anyone who invites him 
over and has an empty vase 
nearby. 
Bot these IIOIH.IIIOhrs are all 
so damo self-righteous in their 
noo-smoking that they annoy 
people more than the tobaa:o 
addict does. "Would you mind 
potting that out? That cigaaetll: 
offeods ~ I'm a IIOD-SIDOker." 
That is ridicuJous! Smokers 
should haTe rights too! 
There are a good many places 
where liOO-SIDOkers don't have to 
be soiJiected to ~
smells, so why don't they go 
there and leave the rest oi the 
world in peare? Let them ride the 
buses and dcvatots, and the rest 
of the time they can speod in the 
non-smoking sections of restau-
rants and theatres. Ship them-all 
to the arctic cirde if they're so 
easily annoyed. 
Bot I guess maybe that wOold 
be a bit impractical. Instead, 
fellow snders, let's fight back. 
Play some oi their games and use 
their rules against them. 
Non-s.mokers tend to be far 
from perfea in a lot other ways. 
It's simple enough to deduce, if 
they were perfect in the first 
place, they DeYer woo1d haTe 
started in the first place, would 
they? And people • haTe 
never smoked almost never mind 
if anyone else does. 
The quitters are always joy-
ously euiaiming about how 
mudl more they enjoy their food 
and how much better it tastes 
after: they kicked the habit. They 
make the best tugets for the 
"SMOKERS HAVE RIGHTS 
TOO" campaign. 
"You'~ really pot on weight 
since you'~ quit smolring. Yoa 
are a disgusting size, and all 
those ema pounds are hard on 
your heart. Obesity takes years 
Off your life. And I'll bet that you 
get more out oi breath than I do 
· running a ways. It most be 
costing you a fortune foc new 
clothes too, eh? 
It most be an oral fixation 
problem. •• Were you breast-fed? 
How does your Geotge feel about 
the flab? He must think he's 
kissing a big jellyfish. Hmm, 
garlic, eh? I really hate garlic-
breath. It stinks, why don't you 
go and use some Scope? Some 
people just have no concem foe 
others ••• " 
Touche. No. you can light up 
without being attacked. 
~ strange as it may seem, 
most ol the people who don't 




Foe the past two weeks we 
have looked at two alternatives, 
voluntary refundable fees and 
direct student appropriation, ei-
ther of which cOuld -change the 
present state of financial repre-
sentation in our student society. 
This week I give you a third 
choice: financial decentrali-
zation. 
To demonstrate that this alter-
native is not new to Douglas, I 
would like to quote some litera-
ture that was distributed during 
the student presidential elec--
tions, last spring. 
"Many students •• .feel that our 
student type (of) government is 
the shits! 
Students have expressed many 
concems ••• with our system oi 
representation and money distri-
bution. 
They qoestion ••• the legitimacy 
of the council's aothority ••• wbe-
ther or not the interests and 
concerns oi the studeDts •• .are · 
being ., Diet. ••• 
-
•••• When one looks into our 
type oi representative ~ 
ment, ooe •• .rdlects as to why 
things happen that only seem to 
benefit a very few ••• is it due to 
the indmduaJs who run our 
affairs ••• or is it. .. the centralized -
power structure.. •• ? 
•• .it's our system! 
•• .By decentralizing our p 
Vemment strodure, SO that each 
(student OJUDCil) runs their own 
affairs, some kiod oi inunediare 
control will. • .be pot back inlo the 
hands oi the students ..... 
' Power is equated with lllllllef! 
Student power at the campus 
le¥el, equals each campus c:uun-
cil controlling their own worling 
~ 
~and each campus 
council will become legilioaa~e. 






I don't think they can sorme 
without the rest oi C3nada 7S to 
80 per ceat oi the people in 
Montreal want separation_ H 
Quebec wants to separate, let 
them. The goremment should 
not use military fon:e. 1 think that 
either Trodeao will caD an elec--
tion and they will .oost him Ot he 
is going to get assassinated. 
~~ 
I don't think the rest of Canada 
will let them separate. I don't 
think a large eoough pen:entage 
oi the people in Quebec want to 
separate. They shouldn't sepa-
rate bee ame they are a part of 
C.anada bat there's more rea-
sons ~ it. I don' t think it 
should anne down to ' milital:y 
fon:e H it's that strong that the 
last resort be military fon:e 
they should be allowed to sepa-
rate. The public DeYer gets to the 
bouom of this. I.E the rest of 
the people I don't lmow as much 
about it as I should_ 
Do yoa thitlk Quebec bas the 
right to sejxlrtlle? 
Do yt1ll thitlk the c..aJiqe 
goves an»eell bas the right to fiSe 
. tnilitmy .fo«e to pretJetd sepa-
ratism? 
RogerOJiu 
·r think they want to separate. I 
don't know if they will. Canada 
should stick together-. It would 
create lots of problems with 
Canadian business. I don't think 
we know what it's like, what their 
problems are. Military force, if 
necessary, should be used ~ 
cause we should stay together- as 
acoontty. 
Julie Cor.oll 
I haven't a doe whether or not 
Quebec will separate. I think they 
have the right to. H we wanted to 
male a decision in our province, 
it wouldn't be fair for anyone else 
to butt in. The whole thought of 
using military force for anything, 
except national defence, is not 
right. I don't think they (the 
West) reaDy knows what is going 
on there. 
.. 
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POLITICAL-
The following is an interview 
with Douglas College political 
science and history instructor 
Roger FJmes, conducted by 
Other Press staff member Keith 
Baldrey. . 
The Other Press: Is the sepera-
tion of Quebec actually that big of 
a threat or has it all been blown 
slighdy 'out of proportion by the 
federal government? · 
Roger FJmes: No, I don't think 
it's been blown out of proportion 
at all. What you have to look at is 
the whple growth of separatism, 
which has really come from zero 
percentage of the popular sup-
port to something like 40 per cent 
in the last ten years. Subtract 
from the total population of 
Quebec the anglophone . popu-
lation and you're talking about 50 
per cent of the . francophon~ 
popUlation supportmg the Pa.rtt 
Quebecois. 
T.O.P.: When it fmally comes 
down to the crunch, do you think 
that the Quebec people would 
·actually vote to leave the coun-
try? 
FJmes: It depends what you 
mean by separatism ... 
T.O.P.: Well, an economic union 
. with the rest of Canada, if you 
FJmes: I think that's a very 
strong possibility. ~e poin~, I 
was trying to- make ts that tt s 
growing. H you go back to 1968 
and then on to the ftrst election of 
Bourassa, you see the beginn~ng 
of separatism. And eath election 
everyone - the Liberals and 
others - said that separatism was 
dead. But in ea~ subseq'!.ent 
election the 1'.Q. got more sup-
port each time. 
T.O.P.: Do you think that Claude 
Ryan will face any big difficulties 
in trying to capture the leader-
ship of the Quebec Liberal party? 
FJmes: Ryan's biggest diffi~lty 
in trying to get the leadershtp of 
the Liberal party is Pierre Elliot 
Trudeau; because Trudeau does 
not waqt someone leading the 
Liberal party of Quebec,, who. is 
goiog to argue for _speoal 
status" for Quebec, which has 
been Ryan's position for years 
and years. 
T.O.P.: Do you think that Tru-
deau will send one of his men, 
such as Jean Chretien or Bryce 
Mackasey to try for the leader-
ship? Would the Quebec people 
.feel offended by an outsider sent 
from Ottawa? 
FJmes: They might parachute 
someone in, such as Chretien, 
but I doubt if the Quebec people 
would feel offended by it. 
H you look back to the election 
of Bourassa as the Liberal leader 
you'll see that he was Ottawa's 
choice over Pierre Laporte, who 
was later killed by the FLQ. 
T.O.P.: How difficult would it be 
for Quebec to separate?• 
if there is a referendum in 
Quebec and 50 per cent of the 
total population sul?ports se_p~­
tism with econormc assooatton 
with Canada. I think it would be 
really silly and damaging to 
French-English relations for 
Quebec and Ottawa to put legal 
blocks in the way and not get 
right down to immediate ~egotia­
tions about what economtc asso-
ciation means. 
T. o.P.: Is there any way. that 
Quebec could separate wtthout 
an economic association? 
FJmes: I'm sure they could 
separate totally, become a Cuba. 
I don't think it would be as 
advantageo":s _to. them as an 
economic assooatton would be. It 
could be disadvantageous to the 
rest of Canada because Quebec 
consumes a high percentage of 
the manufactured goods from 
Ontario. Ontario stands to gain a 
lot by main~. some: form of 
economic assooatton wtth Que-
bec. There is also Quebec's 
hydro power, and natural re-
sources such as asbestos and iron 
ore. . . 
T.O.P.: What about the tdea 
proposed by the Canada West 
Foundation in Calgary and sup-
ported by Claude Ryan: that of 
five economic regions in Canada? 
Would that work at all do you 
think? 
FJmes: It might, but really, what 
Ryan is talking about is that 
Quebec is not a p~vince like ~y 
other and it requtres a speoal 
status in confederation. In a 
sense it's a modified version of 
separatism. 
T.O.P.: How does Quebec see 
the west? Is it true that some of 
the people, especially in the rural 
areas have litde idea of what the 
rest C:f the country is like? -
Elmes: What I have discovered in 
living in four different pro~inces 
and visiting extensively m the 
rest of the country is that there is 
an incredible amount of igno-
rance from one end of the country 
to the other about the rest of the 
country. B.C. is just as ignorant 
as the others. 
T.O.P.: · Are there very many 
similarities between B.C. and 
Quebec 'Th· · it · · b Elmes: ere are stm annes ut 
that doesn't mean that there will 
be a sympathetic ear for Quebec 
out here. What I found is that 
Quebec has tended to regard 
B.C. as some kind of "compa-
triot" province, maybe because 
of the political radicalism that 
has existed in B.C. H you look at 
Wacky Bennett and Social Cre-
dit, that was a kind of political 
radicalism, and then you have 
the N.D.P. 
Both provinces tend to like 
extreme solutions to problems. 
T.O.P.: What about western 
separatism? Maybe a joke now, 
but maybe in ten or 15 years .... 
FJmes: It's not really a joke. It's 
always a possibility. What we 
have created now is much more · 
western alienization, partly be-
cause of the federal government 
reacting to the Quebec problem 
and saying we want to help 
Quebec therefore we will concen-
trate on Quebec. , 
There's -also the problem of 
equati?.ation payments between 
the provinces. B.C. gets nothing 
from the payments, because they 
are a "have" province. 
FJmes: H you're looking at 
legal implications ••• 
T.O.P.: Would those hold the 
whole process up for a long time? 
FJmes: I think it would be stupid 
on the part of the rest of Canada 
Quebec gets a considerable 
amount, but if you break it down 
into a per ~on basis, Quebec is 
actually sixth out of about seven 
provinces receiving payments. 
The west is getting ripped off. 
the T.O.P.: Are the French people 
anti-West? H I came into the 
province ... 
Elmes: H you identify yourself 
from being outside of Quebec 
and not an anglophone from 
inside the province who ·speaks 
poor French or no French at all, 
then you'll receive a much w-..r-
mer reception. 
It's ' only recendy that the 
anglophones there have started 
to really try to become fluendy 
bilingual. 
T.O.P.: What about Levesque's 
government policies? Is be a 
socialist? 
Elmes: He has a partly socialist 
government. The NDP out here is 
not socialist, either. They're 
social democrats. But the P.Q. 
has a major problem because it's 
essentially made up ~f four 
parties put together wtth one 
common objective: to create a 
nation. The four parties are four 
diverse elements, with different 
political philosophies. 
Because of this, it's not really a 
socialist government, you're not 
really going to see a lot of 
nationalization of industry. 
T.O.P.: What do you think of the 
way Trudeau is- handling the 
whole issue? 
Elmes: Trudeau's basic mistake I 
think is that he believes in 
solving problems using the c?n-
flictual approach - by creattng 
conflict. That's how he became 
the PM and the head of the 
Liberal party. You'll remember 
the St. Jean Baptiste Day parade 
riot, the night before. th~ elec-
tion, when he stayed m his seat 
~Pld waved his "protectors" 
away, even though rocks were 
being thrown at him. 
That whole image of him made 
Trudeau the man who would put 
Quebec in its place. The fallacy of 
that of course is that the biggest 
growth of separatism, in terms of 
being a legitimate party, has 
occurred since Trudeau took 
power. 
T .. O.P.: Do you think that if 
Trudeau is defeated in the ru-
moured June election Levesque 





• • zs antl-. 
democratic. 
Elmes: I don't think Levesque 
will take off without a referen-
dum. I don't think the guy is 
anti-democratic. He believes 
very strongly in the democratic 
process. He's going to wait for a 
·referendum that he wins. 
It's stupid for Trudeau to say 
well, h~'s going to keep. holding 
referendums until he wms one. 
That's like saying if you lose an 
election you should quit politics. 
T.O.P.: Do you think that the 
anti-French feelings out here in 
B.C. have peaked, risen or. 
lessened? 
Elmes: I suspect that they have 
peiD<ed, at least temporarily, in 
all parts of the country. If you 
look at recent public opinion 
surveys you'll see that there is a 
lot more willingness to stop and 
say that maybe there is a real 
problem, maybe we can't stop 
separatism the way we've been 
trying, using the redneck, Van-
derzalm approach. 
People are becoming aware 
that maybe Quebec does need 
special provisions to remain in 
this country. 
SUN LIFES 
Canadian University Press 
T wo weeks be-fore the crucial 1970 Quebec election, a spectacular 
caravan of 
heavily-armed Brink's trucks, la-
den with bonds and securities, 
"sneaked" across the Ontario-
Quebec border under the watch-
ful eye of most of Montreal's 
mass media. 
Now, eight years later, the Sun 
Life Insurance Company of Ca-
11<\da, the country's largest in-
surer and seventh largest finan-
cial institution, has announced 
that it too intends to sneak across 
- the Ontario border, with its 
stocks, bonds and head offices. 
The stated reason for the 
move which won't take place for 
two y~s (until after dte national 
referendum on Quebec indepen-
dence) is Quebec's language law, 
BilliOt, which the company ~ays 
• affects its ability to operate its 
multinational head office. . 
The threat to move out of 
Quebec at this time has caused a 
stir in Canada, particularly a-
mong those interested in the 
outcome of that referendum. 
The Quebec government has 
expos~ the corporation as a 
"poor corporate citizen" and 
threatened to repatriate the $200 
million the company has ex-
tracted from the province. Fed~ 
ralist politicians, from the To-
ronto Liberal MPs' caucus to 
Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau 
and Finance Minister Jean Chre-
tien, have been wailing about the 
company's responsibility to help 
preserve the Canadian confede-
ration. And the Financial Post 
has run front page banner head-
lines asking "Did the company 
really have to say it now?" 
It's an interesting question 
The Post itself finds the com-
pany's "decision to cite Bill 101 
as the reason for its proposed 
departure a litde premature, to.· 
say the least." · 
The company has stuck to this 
claim -- "that language is the 
real reason" - and has delayed a 
policy-holders meeting on the 
move for three months: Company 
president Thomas Galt insists 
that the lack of rights to English 
education for the children of staff 
co;rung to Quebec was a major 
element in the company's deci-
sion: "The language of education 
is of vital importance in the 
acceptability of Montreal as a 
place to live." 
And James Sinclair, Trudeau's 
father-in-law and a member of 
Sun Life's glittering board of 
directors has said: "All he (Que-
bec premier Rene Levesque) has 
to do to stop this hemorrhage is 
to announce that head offices of 
multinational companies can ope-
rate in English and that head 
office families can .send their 
children to English or French 
schools." 
This excuse, (besides showing . 
an unusual concern on the part of 
a company like Sun Life for its 
employees), raises a lot of ques-
tions about the company's real 
motives. 
The most obvious is that Bill 
101, as it now stands, does not 
interfere with the language 
rights of head office staffs of 
multinationals. During the 
hearings on the bill, the govern-
ment backed down on this point, 
and has yet to draft the regu-
lations for head offices. 
But there is litde. doubt the 
government will accept the re-
commendation of its language 
office, which suggests that lan-
guage cannot be legislated for 
multinational headquarters. 
French should instead be en-
couraged through an "effective 
school system so that companies 
can hire local people without 
sacrificing quality," the lan-
gu~ge commissioners say. 
Pr~visions have already been 
made for the children of multi-
national executives who are 
transferred into the province for 
three-year, renewable rruriods. 
" . '' Not a government ard-line 
and not one that would justify a 
Sl 0 million move - a move which 
would invariably be accompanied 
by a substantial loss of business 
in Quebec, and an outcry from 
politicians and editorialists. 
Sun Life has also gone to great 
lengths to publicize the an-
nouncement of a decision that 
could have been accomplished by 
continuing to slip its staff slowly 
westward. 
The company, like so many 
others following . the shift of 
capital in North America, has 
been moving its operations and 
money out of Quebec toward 
Toronto for more than a decade. 
Only 20 per cent of the com-
pany's operations are still in 
Quebec, and the actual head 
office operaion involves only a 
portion of the 1 ,800 jobs cited by 
Sun Life manage~ent. • 
Sun Life's bOard of directors is 
a classic of the Canadian "old 
boy network" that dominates the 
country's corporate manage-
ment. It includes the heads of the 
Bank of Montreal, the Royal 
Bank of Canada, the Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce, and 
the Bank Canadian National. It 
also includes the heads of major 
financial institutions like Royal 
Trust, Credit Fonder, Canadian 
Investment Fund and Canadian 
Pacific Investments; Major re-
source industries like Cll, Co-
minco, Consolidated Bathurst, 
Domtar, Gulf Oil, Steel Company 
of Canada, and two others which 
are more infamous: INCO and 
Noranda Mines. And names like 
Ian Sinclair, Alfred Powis and G. 
__. Arnold Hart. 
So any decision approved by 
the Sun Life board affects more 
than one company. In the words 
of the Financial Post: "The fact 
that Sun Life's board is made up 
·of leading members of Canada's 
financial and business elite also 
has many people wondering what 
that portends for/ further cor-
porate departures from Que-
bec." 
This is probably the most 
important implication of Sun 
Life's announcement. Leading 
financiers and industrialists 
seem to have agreed on the best 
way to deal with what they 
perceive to be the threat ·of 
Quebec independence. 
Sun Life.'s announcement 
seems to indicate the path at last 
some large corporations have . 
accepted in their fight against a 
separate Quebec-pressure on 
Quebec voters facing the national 
referendum. 
Two events could have a major 
effect on the way Quebec people 
choose to exercise their right to 
determination for their nation. 
One would be 
federal threat to use 
the Canadian army to , 
intervene after an in-
· dependence vote. 
Trudeau in fact · in-
dicated in a New Year 
Y LARRY BLAC February 7, 1978 
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interview that he would not 
hesitate to repeat the tactics of 
October 1970 and use the armed 
forces to change people's minds 
about the wisdom of an inde-
pendent Quebec. 
The other event would be a, 
threat of a mass corporate exodus 
from the province, and destabili-
zation of the economy, in much 
the same way as ITI and U.S. 
copper concerns exercised their 
power to depose Chilean presi-
dent Salatore Allende in 1973. 
This sort of threat is not as far-
fetched as it first might seem, as 
evidenced by the corporate atti-
tude that spawned the Brink's 
escapade in 1970 and so coerced 
many Quebec voters into electing 
the federalist option and Robert 
Bourassa. 
Sun Life, like Royal ' Trust 
which engineered the Brinks 
incident, has for a century milked 
a comfortable profit out of Que-
bec. In fact, the records of most 
English-Canadian and U.S. cor-
porations in Quebec have be-
trayed a distinctly colonial atti-
tude toward the province an<J its 
people. 
In Sun Life's case, two of the 
company's 21 directors are fran-
cophones. In a city which is 70 
per cent francophone, Sun Life 
employs 230 French Canadians 
out of a total of 2,600 emolovees. 





A better. indicator of the colo-
nial set-up between Quebec and 
English business interests in the 
$200 million worth of Quebec 
policy-holders' premiums that 
the company has reinvested out-
side the province. 
Large Canadian corporation,s 
are apprehensive about any poli-
tical change that might affect 
their ability to maintain this 
situation. Despite the Parti Que-
becois' pandering to corpora-
tions, especially American ones, 
English-Canadian business inte-
rests are united in their oppo-
sition to the Quebec indepen-
dence movement. 
Sun Life's early refusal to 
elaborate on the details of the 
proposed move, its decision to 
delay the policy-holders meeting 
for .three months, and its subse-
quent explanation that the move 
wouldn't take place for two years 
seem to indicate that Sun Life 
isn't any different from other 
Canadian corporations. 
The company, and likely many 
others, will dangle their decision 
as threats in the faces of Quebec 
voters, who wony about the 
province's future economic stabi-
lity, until after the referendum on 
independence. It is the threat to 
move, rather than any real move, 
that will have the greatest effect 
on the spirit of Quebecois. 
SUN LIFE SIDEBAR 
There is an interesting post-
script to the Sun Life threat. 
One year ago, on Jan. 4, 1977, 
two agents of the Central Intelli-
gence Agency attended a 
meeting at a Toronto hotel, 
organized by an employee of a 
major multinational operating in 
canada. The meeting of repre-
sentatives of multinationals was 
set up to study ways of dis-
paraging the newly-elected Parti 
Quebecois government. 
According to reports in both Le 
Devoir of Montreal and Le Soleil 
of Quebec City, those attending 
discussed ways of "destabilizing 
the economy of the province, 
possible methods of halting the 
referendum, and the possibility 
of eliminating Premier Rene 
Levesque and other members of 
the cabinet." 
Lavon Strong, public relations 
spokesperson for the CIA denied 
any knowledge of the meeting: 
"We did not participate in the 
meeting and know nothing of it. 
The rumours are without foun-
dation." · 
But the Quebec ministry of 
justice thought rumours of a 
planned economic destabilization 
were serious enough to call an 
investigation. The minister, 
Marc-Andre Bedard, reported 
that the investigation ended 
March 23 and found the meeting 
never occurred and the affair was 
"without serious foun~l.ation." 
But Le SoleiJ says the investi-
gation was called in mid-
December after an earlier 
meeting of the multinationals in 
Ottawa. Two officers of the 
Quebec Provincial Police, Claude 
Menard and Maurice Dalpe, . 
went to the Toronto meeting, the 
Quebec newspaper said. Its 
sources were highly-placed offi-
cials in "the government, the 
police, and elsewhere.'' 
The suspicions about the 
meeting seem confirmed by the 
statements of Parti Quebecois 
ministers. Levesque is quoted as 
saying "certain people could be 
interested in an economic desta-
bilization operation," but he 
would not say if the CIA would be 
involved. 
• 
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The following is an interview 
with Douglas College economics 
instructor Hugo Creighton, con-
ducted by Other Press staff 
member BiJJ Cartier. 
Creighton was asked to talk 
about the possible economic ~ 
vantages and disadvantages for 
Quebec and Canada if Quebec 
separated from the country. 
The Other Press: Given the cur-
rent economic and political cir-
cumstances, do you think Quebec 
will separate? 
Hugo Creighton: No, I don't, 
especially when you consider the 
economics of the situation. From 
what I have seen of Quebec 
between 1953 and 1976, I don't 
think that on an economic basis 
anyone could say that they are a 
viable economic unit by them-
selves in the sea of North 
America. 
T.O.P.: What reasons could you 
give me for that statement? 
Creighton: First of all, they don't 
have sufficient capital; they don't 
generate enough (capital) to 
bring their industry up to the 
modern size that it h3s to be. 
T.O.P.: In order to compete? 
Creighton: Yes, in order to 
compete successfully in the world 
market you have to go into mass 
roduction enterprise. Your unit 
price bas to be kept low. Canada 
ttself as a unit is having problems 
in thsi respect. H we have this 
(problem), it will be worse in a 
smaller unit such as Quebec. It 
will be harder for them to 
compete than it is now. 
My second reason would be 
that they will have a home 
market of six million people, so 
they will certainly have to export. 
The rest of Canada has said that 
they don't want any sort of 
"common market", and so they 




he '' c z nous 
ca; canada and the United 
States. Their production costs 
will be very high, as in Canada 
today, therefore the only market 
that they will be able to serve 
well will be the high income 
market; North America. I can't 
see how, economically, they are 
going to gain. Politically, yes. 
T.O.P.: What will they gain 
there? 
Creighton: Well, this same 
"maitre chez nous"; the idea 
that they are an independent 
· nation. They can make the deci-
sions that they wish to make on 
their own behalf. The regime, of 
course is very much 'to the left of 
centre - liberals if you will. They 
v.iant to move towards a much 
. more planned economy. 
T.O.P. Are the proposals that 
they have presented realistic? I 
refer mostly to the possibility of 
some preferential economic ties 
with Canada . 
Creighton: No, economic ties are 
particularly unrealistic. The rest 
of Canada )notably the west) has 
already rejected that possibility; 
they don't want to have anything 
to do with that (idea). 
There would be a freference 
only to the extent o a "most 
favoured nation"; maybe we 
could say that they are still 
commonwealth, but that would 
be all. They will be faced with 
import duties of between 15 and 
20 per cent. 
T. O.P.: They are going to have to 
do a lot of training of personnel, 
and expansion in industry. 
Creighton: Yes, and then, who is 
going. to invest their money in 
Quebec? The exit of capital at the 
moment is weird and wonderful. 
J ~st two days ago there was a 
·short piece on television about 
people who were leaving to set 
up m Vermont. There have been 
a thousand jobs which have gone 
since Levesque came into power -
a very short time period. 
T.O.P.: The pote.;tial investor 
can't be too worried about the 
language problem in regards the 
advisability of him putting his 
money into another country~ 
Would he be more concerned 
about the stability or instability 
of the political system? 
Creighton: Political instability is 
the worst condition for invest-
ment because long term capital ' 
will only go where they see that 
long term stability. Even the 
Arabs recognize .that; they come 
to North America to invest their 
money. 
As a matter of fact, if this 
doesn't huny up, Canada won't 
be able to afford to keep Quebec. 
The uncertainty about our future 
is -driving away a lot of invest-
ment. 
.T.O.P.: How much of a loss 
would it be to Canada, economi-
cally, if Quebec were to sepa-
rate? 
Creighton: Well for a start all the 
investment in Quebec would 
have to be sorted out. The federal 
property in Quebec is conside-
rable, _and the fede~ invest~ 
ment, particularly through DREE 
(Dept. of Regional Economic 
"Expansion) is very large. Over 30 
per cent of the DREE funds over ' . 
the last few years' have gone to 
Quebec to try 'to create jobs 
there. How are we going to 
manage the . St. Lawrence Sea-
way? 
T.b.P.: In your economic classes 
this subject must come up for 
discussion fairly frequently; what 
is the prevalent attitude of the 
students towards this problem? 
Creighton: I don't think that we 
· (the college) inform them 
enough. The general attitude is 
that they (the students)' want 
Canada to stay as it is. They 
come in with that attitude; it is 
probably infused in them in high 
school. 
I don't really want ' to say 
whether this nationalism/patrio-
tism is good or bad. Personally, 
I'm not in favour of nationalism, 
but that's ~use of my OWn 
experience. I saw too much of it 
in Germany, and I wouldn't want 
to repeat that. On the other hand, 
a little pride in one's country is 
also a gOod thing. We have many 
things in Canada to be impressed 
with. As I mentioned before 
however, the whole of Canada is 
an economic-aberration because 
we should be dealing on a north-
south basis in trade instead of 
east-west. 
There is an economic history of 
Canada course offered here at 
Douglas College. H this subject is 
discussed at all this is where it 
happens. Unfortunately, the 
classes get so large. This should 
be something that is handled in a 
seminar format, where people 
can really discuss the issues. 
I don't think that the average 
Canadian knows too much about 
the economic problems, and 
therefore he is open to be snowed 
by any phoney political issues. I 
have to agree with Mr. Barrett, 
as he srud at Simon Fraser, that 
the economic problems are much 
more important to Canada's fu-
ture than the question of unity 
itself. I am ftrmly convinced that 
we could advance to an economic 
situation that Quebec would not 
dream. of leaving. 
The economic problems of 
unemployment and inflation will 
further a person like Levesque. 
Adolf Hitler couldn't get to 
power until the economic situa-
tion was so bad that the Germans 
were going hungry. I'm not 
suggesting that the situations or 
people are comparable. 
.:r.O.P.: But a comparison can be 
made. We have situations where 
the people are so disappointed 
with the current systems perfor-
mance that they are willing to try 
almost anything to improve their 
situation. 
Creighton: They might see it as 
just a different way out. They 
have tried the other way already 
and it didn't work. Maybe he 
(Levesque) can do it. In the end, 
however, it all comes back to the 
same thing. You have to have the 
money to run something~ There, 
of course, I have my own ideas on 
how to bring in this moriey. In 
Quebec or the rest of Canada we 
don't take adequate measures to 
encourage investment. 
T.O.P.: Do you see that Quebec's 
fmance ministry under Jacques 
Parizeau is doing anything to 
imp~ve the future situation? 
Creighton: No, not at the mo-
ment, because they haven't got 
the funds to do anything. They 
don't have any money to be a~le 
to support any extensive projects 
at the present time. They have 
had to cancel much of their ftrst 
year's plan. 
There is actually. a lot that they 
could do to improve the situation, 
but most of the effective mea-
sures would go against their 
original party platform. 





by Gord lsfeJd 
Douglas College bas a respon-
sibility to aid the communities it 
serves to better understand the 
French and English cultures, 
says Bob Lowe, director of Eng-
lish and communications. But, 
Lowe adds, the college must first 
establish a good immersion pro-
gram before it expands into these 
other areas. 
That immersion-provided for 








guage bursary program-began 
last year, but plans are already 
underway this year for a May 15 
start that will see students from 
Quebec placed in a five-week, 
five credit college-sponsored 
English course. 
"The idea (of the program) ... 
says Lowe, "is that language 
acquisition best occurs if you are 
immersed in it-{but only) if it is 
supported by some formalized 
instruction. •' 
To that eod, Douglas College 
makes available funds to those 
Quebec students interested in 
spending their summer in British 
Columbia. The funds, in the form 
of $800 individual bursaries, 
cover the cost of instructio , 
lodging and activities. The col .. 
lege must, in turn, hire instruc-
tors and support staff. 
last year, the college received 
a total of 50 students resulting in 
a budget of dose to $40,000. And 
there were no dropouts. 
ever arrive. Accomodations and 
itineraries have to be arranged, 
with correspoodeoce between the 
college and the Quebec students 
being done before hand in 
French. 
Once the students have ap-
plied for bursaries and been 
accepted, they then have to find 
their own forms of transportation 
to Vancouver. "So they come by 
air, rail, roads or whatever," 
says Lowe, "Some hitcbhike." 
The degree of immersion va-
ries, he says, from student to 
student. "Some of them were 
virtually only French-speaking, 
while others had some English." 
And those people whose 
homes were used as billets in the 
local community enjoyed this 
contact with a different lan-
guage, yet, Lowe states, there 
were some misconceptions about 
the program. 
"Some (of the billets) thought, 
well, it would be an opportunity 
to practise their French. But the 
whole idea of the program ~ to 
immerse (the students) in Eng-
lish .. .It is the very thing we 
didn't want them to do. We 
wanted them to be able to 
converse in English when they 
(the students) left." 
Speaking about the current 
national unity debate, Lowe says 
these types of programs are long 
over-due. "I don't know whether 
they're going to help the cul-
tures, but how do you separate 
language and culture? I think 
that's one of the issues •• .H you 
lose your language, you lose your 
culture." 
Lowe says that after four years 
of French instruction in high 
school and two years at UBC he 
now "virtually can't read corn-
flakes boxes." 
He says minority groups in 
Vancouver still send their chil-
dren to language schools after 
regular school is over for the day 
to tty and keep their cultural ties. 
"virtuaUy 
The program also offers con-
tinuous activities because, as 
Lowe states, "It is an imm~ion 
program .•. (and) we think there 
should be cultural as well as , 
formal instruction ... 
can't read 
Both the universities of British 
Columbia and Victoria have been 
involved with such programs for 
a couple of years. 
Douglas College first became 
involved with the immersion 
program on the urging of Don 
Porter, the college's dean of 
curriculum, who asked Lowe to 
study its feasibility and report 
back to college counal. He then 
went on to «nganize the courses-
advertising the positions for in-
structors, interviewing faculty 
members and appointing them to 
positions. Advertising for this 
year's positions bas already be-
gun. 
Instructors in the program are 
responsible for providing formal 
instruction for part of each day as 
well as being involved with the 
students in their cultural activi-
ties. 
Lowe concedes, though, that 
department member Brian Marrs 
was the person most involved 
with the organization of the 
program. 
Much of the · work, he says, 
must be dooebelore the students 
cornflakes 
boxes" 
''I think everyone understands 
that language and culture are 
just hand in glove." 
Lowe believes the college 
should help that glove fit better, 
but also feels many things re-
main undone within the college. 
He hopes more Douglas Col-
lege students will get involved in 
the program, especially those 
taking modern language courses. 
"I think unmnities hne been 
slow in taking into acx:oant a very 
major part J Canadian culture." 
Why, he asked do you find 
literature in translation. which 
usually means European, Ameri-
can or British literature, and DOt 
French which is supposed to be 
Canada's second laDguage. 
T.O.P.: Do you believe Quebec 
will separate from Qmada? 
Milllsfteld: No. 
T.O.P.: Why? 
Ma.sjieiJ: It can't afford to and 
it doesn't have enough ground 
support fot actual separation, bat 
that doesn't mean that the ~ 
tty as a whole is going to ezist 
within the nen 25 to ·30 years, 
Trudeau regime, or any other 
regime that follows, UJi/1 have 
been able to put into effect •• .so 
it's DOt going to be able to ellist 
as a 'riable entity, as is hap-
pening, we'll just become ~ 
sorbed into North American cul-
ture. • .and thank god too, be-
cause nationalism is a 19th cen-
tury concept that bas no place in 
the 20th century ••• and especially 
in the 21st century. 
T.O.P.: Do you see the people of 
Quebec as a socially or morally 
different country'? 
Mtasfte/d: Well, morally there 
are five or six or seven different 
countries if you _want to go to 
Trois Ririeres or MondeVolie or 
Gaspe Of' the northern interior of 
because Canada is an enigma in -----------=-
itself •• .if we look at the country 
as a whole we can see that 
Canada is Ill miles wide and 
about 5 thousand miles long, and 
you can't operate a c:ountry with 
that amount .of disparity just in 
space, let aloDe the economic and 
structural disparities that are 
involved as weil, especia)lj living 
nen door to a giant like the 
United States. 
~et rid of 
the 'moudit 
Anglais' 
We haven't got a complete 
techno-structur, we June ...ery Quebec, if you want to go to 
little in the way of secondary Monueal Of' Quebec City ••• you 
industry eu:ept in a ...ery small have got four, five or six different 
area of southern Ontario. We cultures aJready. Having lived in 
have a country whose whole basis Ottawa for two years and 
· buil u1...: - 1-•:..- spending a lot of time in Holland :.00. !.::... :.td::-:; living with French C.anadian 
'melting pot', no basic value people, you see a tremendous 
structure that the whole of the difference among them .... what I 
share -3 basic mean •• .if Quebec separates from country can , lUlU no . . 
ethic that all Canadians can share Canada, they might get rid of the 
in the process of developing a · 'moudit Aoglais.' but they ret-
political ttitude. In Canada if" tain1y won't get rid of the 'moudit 
seems toa be one of a pD~-ulist Francais.' ~ 19th ceo~ 
attitude or an "again" attitude French families that were ongt-
rather thao gqing for things: nally_ the seigneurs of the seig-
people seem to be going against neunes, and !~Y are ~till ~ 
things. I don't see how it can ~rench-Qmaclian ~trial fam!-
eDst also on the basis that it's a lies, and they are gomg to explort 
countiy that has a post-industrial the worker just as badly as any 
attitude, post-industrial desires.. 'Maudits Anglais', if not more 
in the way of the welfare state, so. . 
the medical plan services things T.O.P.: Do you think Levesque 
of this nature. The kind of will succeed in separating Que-
support few children and the bee from Canada? 
elderly, the educational structure ~No, as I said before._l_ 
it demands without having to go don ! think Levesque can ~ his 
through an industtial rerolution, provmce out of confederatJon. •• l 
and Canada bas not gooe through don't think Levesque can lead the 
an industtial revolution. 
As soon as our resources start 
to run out, or as soon as they 
start to become more expensive 
than the resources of other 
countries ••• we will find ourselves 
in a massive depression, unlike· 
one ever seen before in a post-
industrial country, becmse we 
have noching but our resoun:e 
base to exist on. 
that the Americans are ambiva-
lent to what's happening. They 
still keep giving Levesque good 
rating5 in the New York bond 
marltet, so it doesn't really 
matter to them. • .all that really 
matters to the multi-nationals •• .l 
don't think you have to include 
the American government in 
this •• .aD that matters to the 
multi-nationals is that they get a 
good break with the James ,Bay 
a good break with the north-
south flow of resoun:es and tech-
nology and they will still provide 
the basic resources for capital 
and technical development for 
Quebec. •• wbich means they'll 
own the damn stuff. 
the damn stuff. · 
T.O.P.: Where does this leave 
the people of Quebec? 
MJIIISjie/d: In DO different space 
than they have been for the last 
200 years •• .slowly evolving into 
an industrial society. -They pro-
bably have a better chance of 
doing it than the rest of Canada 
T.O.P.: Why do you say that? 
MJIIISjield: Well, as I said they 
have about seven or eight dif-
ferent cultures, but those dif-
ferent cultures have a base that is 
supported by the ethics, the 
social ethics of Catholicism, and 
a language base which is reJa. 
tively consistent across the 
board, they might have class bias 
or one thing or the other but they 
also have an industrial structure 
or an ability to produce, plus a 
natural waterway. That a lot of 
other provinces in Canada don't 
have. Also a large population 
base and I think that if the 
Quebec technical schools' struc-
ture develops more the way it bas 
been recently and improves in 
the next 20 to 30 years you might 
fiud that Quebec can produce for 
itself a viable technocratic base 
for further development. 
T.O.P.: Would you say Levesque 
• . • ? 
IS natve. 
M1111Sjie1J: No I would not say 
that at all 
T.O.P.: Then why is the PQ 
going through the motions of 
separation, When they know it 
will not work? 
MJIIISjieiJ: Good press. Let's put 
it this way; it certainly is a 
dramatic shift from the Bourassa 
govemment ••• and people voted 
against Bourassa ••• they didn't 
vote for Levesque. 
I think if the Liberals play it 
right Levesque will be a one term 
premier, the same way as Barrett 
was in B.C •..• but that won't stop 
the evolving change that Quebec 
is going to see ••• and hell that's 
not going to stop the evolving 
and changing state that's hap-
pening in southern Ontario at the 
present time either, both of those 
provinces have to expand their 
economic base together, not in 
isolation, but to what is hap-
pening in the eastern United 
States and the developing indus-
trial basin of the e1f5tem United 
States. Hundreds and hundreds 
of square miles of medium and 
T.O.P.: So you do feel that 
Quebec should separate? 
MJIIISjield: It's not a bad idea, if 
you look at it literally. At least it 
will become absorbed into the 
North American north-south 
complex. •• quicker that way ••• it 
will simply lose it's power to exist 
as a separate entity and will sink 
away into a kind of common 
market relationship with the 
United States and probably 
Mexico, which is developing 
quicldy, the rest of Qmada will 
have to go the same way, as I 
keep telling my students •• J 
would like to see Alasb, British 
Columbia, Washington, and Ore-
goo become a separate entity 
unto themsehes. 
province out of the washroom. small factories, which are 
When people say "Wouldn't 
you want Califomia?" I ' say 
"No .. J lh imported wines.'' 
The oordt-soo1h trade routes are 
far more effeaive than the east-
west, eveo now we see the 
Qdifomia iafluencE culturally 
ecooomically. 
The Washiogton-B.C. relaOO. 
ship is geniog doser all the time, 
and these common madecs will 
super~ any kind of power that 
the centtaiRed authority of the 
He might have a grass root strongly linked north-south, most 
support among the latter day of them, and that's why I think 
graduates of the CEGEP's and Canada will go common market 
the (RIN) Resemblement Na- ultimately anyway. I don't think -
tionale people and the ex-FLQers it can afford to do anything else. I 
in this group, and he might even think people are spending too 
have some suppor;t among the much time worrying about Leves-
radical clergy, but he certainly que and the PQ and not enough 
doesn't have the support among time sitting down and analyzing 
French Canadian business and the structural inequities in Ca-
he doesn't have the support of nada as a whole. This Quebec 
the habitant population, which is thing is just a symptom of the 
very rural, aDd he d~n't have decline and fall of this country. 
the support of a large pOpulation .- The Canadian flag is symbolic of 
of the DOIHIIIionized work force this country, it's a dinosaur's 
in Monueal and the other indus- footprint in a sea of red. 
tria1ized sectors. _ ~ else you want to 
T.O.P.: Does he have the support know? 
of the Americans? Mter all they. T.O.P.: No, thank you. 
do control our economy. Ms.sjield: But don't take me 
MaasjieiJ: rm not suggesting seriously. 
• 
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DNA EXPERIMENTATION-
BIOLOGICAL SEWING MACHINE 
RECOMBINANI DNA: A MO. 
DERN DAY aHMERA is the 
secOIId of a nine-part series on 
genetic manipulatWn being pre-
sented by The Other Press m 
c011junction with Pacific News 
Service. 
The serialization is taken from 
the book, Who Should Play God? 
a De/J/Dekzcourte release. The 
serialization is written by Ted 
Howard and jeremy Rifkin of 
Pacific News Service, and copy-
righted 1977 by the Center for 
Urban Edtlcation/Paciftc News 
Service. 
A mongthecrea-tions of Greek mythology was . the chimera, an animal with 
the head of a 
lion, the body of a goat and the 
tail of a dragon. The monster 
vomited forth horrible flames, 
and, the myth had it, personified 
a terrible storm - "pouncing 
suddenly on the darkened waves, 
it unleashed the raging tempests 
to destroy men." · 
Twenty-five hundred years af-
ter the flowering of Greek civi-
lization, two teams of scientists 
led by Drs. Stanley Cohen and 
Herbert Boyer reported that they 
had constructed a novel life form. 
Taking two unrelated organ-
isms that would not mate in 
nature, Cohen and Boyer isolated 
a piece of DNA from each, and 
then hooked the two pieces of 
genetic material together. The 
result was literally a new form of 
life, on that had never before 
existed on the face of the earth. 
They dubbed their creation 
"DNA chimeras", because, 
Cohen says, "they were con-
·ceptually similar to the mytho-
logical chimera.'' 
Cohen, of course, was re-
ferring to their hybrid nature. He 
did not know at the time that his 
chimera - or as it is technically 
known, recombinant DNA-was 
destined to unleash "raging tem-
pests" of its own, provoking one 
of the bitterest, and perhaps 
most important, batdes in the 
history of modern science. 
The discovery of the recombi-
nant DNA process in 1973 was 
immediately halted by biologists 
with a zeal equaled only by their 
earlier praise of Watson's and 
Crick's discovery of the structure 
of DNA. Using the new tech-
niques, the genetic material from 
virtually any two unrelated or-
ganisms can be spliced together, 
opening up a whole new arena of 
experimentation and study. 
"Now and in the next few 
years we shall be doing thin2s 
that would have been thought 
completely improbable a few 
years ago,'' says Dr. Paul Berg of 
Stanford. Another researcher 
predicts that "problems people 
were interested in 100 years ago 
are starting to be tractable now 
with these methods." 
A product of nearly 30 years 
investigation, climaxed by a se-
ries of rapid discoveries in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s, re-
combinant DNA is a kind of 
biological sewing machine that 
can be used to stitch together the 
genetic fabric of unrelated or-
ganisms. Dr. Cohen sees it as 
genetic surgery in four stages. To 
begin with, a chemical scalpel, 
called a "restriction enzyme," is 
used to split apart the DNA 
moleQiles from one source--a 
human, for example. Once the 
DNA has been cut into pieces, a 
small segment of genetic mate-
rial-a gene, perhaps, or a few 
enes in length-is separated out. 
Next, the restriction enzyme is 
used to slice out a segment from 
the body of a plasmid, a short 
length of DNA found in a bac-
teria. Both the piece of human 
DNA and the body of the plasmid 
develop "sticky ends" as a result 
of the slicing process. The ends 
of both segments of DNA are 
then hooked together, forming a 
genetic whole composed of ma-
. terial from the two original 
sources. 
Finally, the modified plasmid 
is used as a vehicle to move the 
DNA into a "host" cell, usually a 
bacteria. Absorbing the plasmid, 
the bacteria proceeds to dupli-
cate it endlessly, producing iden-
tical copies of the new chimera. 
These are called clones. 
On the surface, the combining 
of different organisms in the 
way-a mouse DNA with a hu-
man, or a rhododendron with a 
horse--may seem bizarre. Re-
searchers, however, are quick to 
point out that they are not 
creating giant mice with human 
heads that will walk out of a 
laboratory ala Frankenstein. 
The purpose of recombinant 
DNA is considerably more sig-
nificant. What the new technique 
makes feasible is the isolation 
and purification of a gene in 
massive quantities. 
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-In May of 1977, for instance, a 
research team in California an-
nounced that using the tech-
nique, they had isolated and 
analyzed a gene that orders the 
production of the hormone deter-
mining human ,IUOWth. Now that 
this gene has been scrutinized, 
the next step will be to implant it 
in a human cell and stimulate jt 
into functioning. Researchers say 
this technique will ultimately 
provide a cure for dwarfism. just 
as easily it could be used to 
develop a basketball team of 10 
footers. 
Though recombinant DNA is 
still in its tooling-up phase, its 
proponents already envision a 
wide range of applications that 
will solve various medical and 
social problems. 
Cohen, for one, imagines the 
synthesis of a variety of "biolo-
gically produced substances such 
as antibiotics and hormones, or 
enzymes that can convert sun-
. light direcdy into food sub-
stances or usable energy." 
Dr. Joshua Lederberg antici-
pates "the production of high-
quality food protein supple-
ments." 
Others have volunteered scen-
arios where recombinant DNA 
solves the nation's fuel crisis by 
converting waste into energy, 
retrieves precious minerals from 
the ocean, cleans up oil and 
chemical spills and eliminates 
world-wide pollution. 
"How much do we need re-
combinant DNA?" says· Dr. 
David Baltimore, a Harvard No-
bel Laureate. "Fine, we can do 
without it. We have lived with 
famine, virus and cancer, and we 
can continue to.'' 
So great are the expectations 
surrounding recombinant DNA 
that a major scientific corporate-
government complex has sprung 
up around it; a technical boom 
town set to mine the new genetic 
motherlode. The federal govern-
ment has become an enthu\iastic 
supporter of the research, 
handing out at least 180 recom-
binant DNA research grants to 
over 80 laboratories around the 
country in one year alone. 
Seven major pharmaceutical 
companies are also engaged in 
the recombinant race, and ·a 
dozen more drug, chemical and 
agricultural companies are 
poised to enter a field that 
Fortune magazine predicts will 
soon become a "multi-billion 
dollar industry." Researchers at 
General Electric have already 
developed a recombinant oil-
eating micro-organism that they 
hope to use one day to clean up 
oil slicks. 
DNA has clearly come of age. 
Summing up progress in recom-
binants, a Swiss scientist ob-
served during an international 
genetics conference, "this sort of 
research is gaining uncontrol-
lable momentum." 
But now the catch. Like ano-
ther Greek mythical figure, the 
Trojan Horse, recombinant DNA 
chimeras hide within their out-
ward beauty a deep and dark 
danger, one that may be as 
destructive to humanity as the 
-horrors of nuclear holocaust. In 
splicing together genes from two 
different species, scientists are 
creating a novel form of life 
·whose properties they cannot 
know until it is already created. 
Once the two kinds of DNA are 
joined together, the chimera is 
placed within a host, usually the 
bacteria E. coli, where it quickly ' 
proceeds to copy itself. E. coli has 
been selected by most resear-
chers to house the ~ombinant 
DNA simply because more is 
known about it than any other 
bacteria on the planet. There is a 
good reason for our encyclopedic 
knowledge of E. coli; it is a 
common inhabitant of the human 
gut. And that is where the 
problem comes in. 
What might happen, resear-
chers have begun to wonder, if 
the recombinant DNA chimera 
results in a cancer-causing align-
ment of genes? 
Placed in the protective envi-
ronment of the E. coli, the new 
cancerous life form would churn 
out cancer like a Detroit factory 
stamping out autos. · 
H this E. coli ftnds its way out 
of the laboratory, carried on a lab 
technician's skin, it would then 
roam free among trillions of its 
friends, and likely would pass 
some of its cancer around. Once 
these virulent E. coli begin 
invading human systems .. well, 
no one knows exacdy what might 
happen. A new plague? A cancer 
eprdemic? A real-life Andromeda 
Strain? 
Many concerned scientists be-
lieve that recombinant DNA may 
well be the single most dan-
gerous teclmology in human his-
tory. 
A-bombs, nerve gas, biological 
warfare and the destruction of 
the stratospheric ozone layer by 
page11 
·ESSAY 
The folJoWmg is an essay -- mother present a non-schizotaxic 
written last semester by Douglas person would at best manifest a 
College psychology student character disorder but would not 
Janice Defoy. become a schizotype much less a 
The Other Press will publish decompensated schizophrenic. 
essays of general mterest-.suf'- Cogiiitive slippage Is the core 
mitted by students or their m- element in schizophrenia ac-
structm's. cording to Meehl. He says per-
What is the crit~on used for 
diagnosing a schizophrenic per- · 
son? According to Paul Meehl, 
the only sure way is to fmd ·an 
individual with a diagnosed schi-
zophrenic twin and whose mother 
has unhealthy child rearing atti-
tudes. We now face the question 
of nature versus nurture or 
genetics versus social learning. 
What kind of behavic.n appears 
that causes us to diagnose a 
patient as specificalfy schizoid? 
Meehl hypothesises that thought 
disorder, associative dyscontrol 
or cognitive slippage as he calls 
it, is severely underestimated in 
importance. lnt~sonal aver-
siveness caused by social fear, 
distrust, and the expectation of 
rejection along with the convic-
tion of selfworthliness are sub-
stantial factors. Anhedonia is 
another; it is a marked defect in 
the pleasure capacity. 
The combination of the above 
which eventually leads to severe 
behavior problems is known as 
ambivalence. Schizotaxia there-
fore is an integrative neural 
defect or direct p~enotypic gene-
tic mutation and is · ihe only 
inherited defect. Whereas schi-
zotypia are the social behavior 
traits that impose on schizo-
phrenics and are not inherited 
but learned in certain situations 
or environments from best to 
worst. 
The one most common factor 
pushing a schizotype person 
toward schizophrenic.decompen-
sation is the schigophrenogenic 
mother who is herself a schizo-
type. She sets the regime that 
nuses the od'ds for the child to 
decompensate •.• Because a schi-
zotype woman relates to men as 
exploited or exploitive in a sexual 
way, and the male schizotype 
suffers a deficit in heterosexual 
aggressiveness, the schizotype 
woman will have a relatively low 
~ anxiety rate and the male will 
come on as a weak defender of 
the child against its mother's 
hostilites. Meehl postulates that 
under normal conditions with the 
fluorocarbons are less a ·threat to 
human existence that recom-
binant DNA, argues Dr. Liebe 
Cavalieri of the Sloan-Kettering 
Institute. 
"All of these dangers can, in 
theory if not in practice, be 
limited or controlled," notes 
Cavalieri. "The threat of a new · 
life form is more compelling, for 
once released, it cannot be 
controlled and its effects cannot 
be reversed. A new disease may 
simply have to run its course, 
attacking millions in its path." 
Dr. Robert Sinsheimer of Cal 
Tech believes, "what we are 
doing is almost certainly irrever-
sible. Knowing human frailty, 
these structures will escape, and 
there is no way to recapture 
them." 
The possibility of these sce-
narios of mass death and genetic 
destruction becoming·reality ~ 
frightening enough that it caused 
even the technology's top experts 
to stop and think. 
On July 26, 1974, eleven of 
them took the unprecedented 
step of publishing an open letter . 
to ~ biological community, 
ceptual-cognitive systems and 
limbic motivational control cen-
ters develop two-way controls 
and that the genetic defect 
should be found in the synaptic 
control function rather than the 
storage function. Everyone has 
the capacity for social fear, so if 
the brain center that mediates 
pleasure and behavioral reward 
were feeble or malfunctioning 
then in time the shift would 
become generally moved to the 
aversive end. 
This drift would explain the 
schizotypic combinations of in-
terpersonal distortion and hyper-
sensitivity to extrinsic feedbacck. 
Depe~ding upon ~e. po~iti!e or 
negative nature of the feedback 
would account for the lowered or 
hei~tened activity level of the 
individual. The misinterpretation 
of communication dealing with 
punishment - expectancy goals is 
synaptic slippage and is ex-
hibited as evidence of malfunc-
tion. 
According to Meehl, the neu-
ron either excites or inhibits, so 
any cellular deficiency either in 
distnbution or structure causes 
cognitive slippage or the same 
kind of biochemical anomaly that 
causes mental illness. Since 
science cannot prove otherwise, a 
neurological view cannot be re-
fused on the grounds of proof or 
on the grounds of a lack of 
neuroligical dysfunction in schi-
zophrenia. He says if clinicians 
mental status ratings were objec-
tified and replaced by psycho-
metric measures, spatial abera-
tions could be replicated and 
extended into the pseudoneurotic 
and semicompensated ranges. 
By use of a dicotomous l<ey, 
family concordance studies could 
be run relating schizophrenia to 
shizotypy. 
More research should be done 
on the biogenetic dysfunction of 
schizotaxia. H this can be accom-
plished then according to Meehl, 
psychology has established that 
although the behavior of schizo-
phrenia is learned, it is funda-
mentally a neurological disease 
of genetic origin. 
calling upon their fellow resear-
chers to observe a temporary 
moratorium on performing cer-
tain of the most dangerous ex-
periments. 
The signers of the document 
read like a "Who's Who" of 
molecular biology. Among them 
·were DNA discoverers James D. 
Watson and Drs. Berg, Cohen 
and Boyer. 
With-the weight of this all-star 
cast of scientists behind it, the 
moratorium was almost univer-
sally observed, although recendy 
a few of them have returned to 
DNA research. 
Predjctably, the · recombinant 
DNA moratorium-the first self-
imposed ban on basic research in 
the history of science-provoked a 
storm of press interest. National 
newspapers headlined such 
warnings as "Danger in Man-
Made Bacteria." "Hybrid Mole-
cules Test Threat Seen," and 
"Bid to Ban Test of Super 
Germ." 
Recombinant DNA, it was 
apparent, had become a subject 
of national interest. 
·RT: .:... 
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~Corporate Power 
by Wallace Gemetll 
McCella.d & Stewart 
·Oinada's own capitalist class 
$6.95 paper, $14.95 cloth 
by Msri Stobbe 
reprillletl from the Sbellf 
by Cotlatlii:w Ufliversity Press 
Two years ago 'wallace Ce-
ment, in the Canadian Corporate 
Elite, showed how Canada's own 
capitalist class developed and 
maintained control over key sec-
tors of this countty's economy. 
He revealed that despite a 
large degree of foreign ~­
ship in many areas, a Canadian-
elite retained control of the 
banks, life insurance companies, 
transportation, utilities and mass 
media. 
The book demonstrated that, 
contrary to popular opinion, Ca-
nadian corporations have not 
been overwhelmed by the on-
slaught of American capital, but 
are instead solidifying their con-
trol in their traditional areas. 
But for Oement an adequate 
understanding of the Canadian . 
power structure needed an exa-
mination of the links between 
~ and American capita-
lists. And, .so he wrote Continen-
tal Corporate Power. 
Canadian capitalists have al-
ways, Oement notes, operated 
out of a larger ecollomic unit -
first the British Empire and then 
the American network. Canada's 
Three journalists ·wanted 
The Western Region of Canadian University 
accepting applications for three staff positions: 
Winnipeg bureau chief 
Vancouver bureau chief 
Fieldworker 
Press is 
Bureau chief applicants must be skilled writers and editors. 
Ability to do some faeldwork an asset. 
Field~orker candidates must have a good working 
knowledge of all aspects of journalism and newspaper 
production and an ability to motivate, teach and organize 
people. 
Terms of office: mid-August, 1978 to end of March, 1979 
Salary: $185 per week. 
Send applications to: 
Bill Tielman 
c/o the Ubyssey 
241K SUB 
University of British Columbja 
Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1W5 
Deadline: February 10, 1978 
economic elite developed an ex- shows thaf the primary source of committed'. to ending regional 
. tensive commercial and trans- funds for the expansion of fo- disparities, it leaves unchecked 
portation system that was used to reign owned subsidiaries in Ca- the investment patterns of cor-
extract and · export primary nada has been internally gene- porations which are largdy res-
staples such as fish, fur, timber, rated funds from Canadian finan- pc)nsible for regional industrial 
and later wheat, paper, and cial institutions. differences. 
minerals., The issue, Oement says, "for Oement shows how, if only 
The development of a locally Canadians to consider is no Canadian owned corporations are 
based industrial sector was longer new inflows of U.S. direct considered, Quebec, Ontario and 
largely ignomj, ·indeed, even investment, for they have vir- British Columbia would all re-
discOuraged through ·the credit tually ceased; the issue is now ceive a greater .t:irtion of cor-
policies of the major financiers. the expansion of foreign control porate taxes their popu-
While the suppression of an almost entirely through retained lation would entide them to with 
indigenous entrepreneural class earnings from Canadian opera- . the Pniiries and Adantic soine-
has one side of the coin; the tions and Canadian 'financial . what underfed. 
flourishing of American branch capital. . On the other hand, Ontario 
plants was the other. lhis has More than ever, Oement in- receives the lion's share (62.2 per 
been in large part responsible for sists, the argument, that Canada cent) of taxes from foreign-
the dist9rtions in the Canadian is capital poor and needs foreign owned manufacturing corpora- · 
economy with its bloated finan- investment appears absurd. "On tions with all the other regions 
cial and commercial system and the contrary, Canada is becoming being gready under represented. 
its miniscule indigenous manu- capital poor because it has so The answer to this problem is 
facturing sector. much foreign investment and not, according to Oement, to 
Oement says these weak- that investment· is generating replace a foreign elite by an 
nesses are the hallmark of an dividends that drain funds back indigenous one. How much more 
underdevelo~ society. And, he to the foreign parent." control, he asks, does the ave-
explains: "an underdeveloped Besides causing the direction . rage Canadian have over the 
society is no longer an unaer- of much of the economic deci.. operation of the Royal Bank, Sun 
developed society, but one whose sions to be made outside Canada, Life, Stelco or Eatons than she or 
development is controlled from the predominance .of foreign he does over General Motors of 
outside." . control - in manufacturing ties Canada, Imperial Oil or Kres-
lhis undeidevelopme.nt has Canada to a continental system. · ge's? 
several implications which are And ·this makes it increasingly . Not much, since "the fonda-
examined in detail by Oement. difficult to channel trade away · mental structure of corporations 
These include the effect of fo- from the United States. based as they are on the claims of 
reign investment in Canada, the After considenog canada's capital, invariably lead to a 
position of the Canadian elite place in the continental economy, system of extractive power by 
within the continental system, Oement questions the reality of which those in 'command' posi-
the recruitment and origins of the political sovereignty in this coun- tions remove degrees of freedom 
economic elites, and the effect of tty. He says that while the from persons below and increase 
the foreign investment on Ca- Canadian state retains conside- their own freedom." 
nada's political sovereignty and rable ~. it is unwilling to This leads Oement to conclude 
on regional disparities. challenge the basic foundation of that "as long as the dominant 
The first myth shattered by corporate power: the private mode of owner"Ship continues to 
Oement is the argument that ownership and control of produc- be private, the power of the 
Canada needs foreign investment tive property. economic elite will continue to 
because of a lack of capital at Oement notes that while the dominate at the expense of the 
r--------------------------------------~h~o~me~. ~To~the~co~ntrary~r·~O~e~men~t~~Ca~na~d~ia~nJ!govemmen~~~~t~is~'~orm~~a~ll!y--, citizenry.'' 
starring 
MADELINE KAHN • CLORIS LEACHMAN· HARVEY KORMAN 
alsostamng DICK VAN PATTEN· RON CAREY· HOWARD MORRIS 
· . A MEL BROOKS FILM • Produced and Directed by MEL BROOKS . 
Written by MEL BROOKS·. RON CLARK • RUDY DeLUCA· BARRY LEVINSON • Music by JOHN MORRIS 
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by Davm KmjaJa 
Douglas College is now offering a 
non-credit course in Richmond 
that · may prove to be a popular 
and economical way to enjoy 
three mainstage productions at 
·the Queen Elizabeth Playhouse. 
Tided "Richmond Theatre Ex-
perience - 1978", the · course 
provides a ticket to three of the 
Playhouse's mainstage produc-
tions this season. 
In addition to the tickets, 
Theatre Experience also features 
reading material on each of the 
plays, a discussion before and 
after the play, free bus-transpor-
tation to and from the Playhouse, 
and a chance to talk to several 
actors after each play. 
The Vancouver Playhouse has 
been known for its high-caliber 
productions in the past years, 
and the plays that Theatre Pro-
EXperience will be attending this 
season should prove to be no 
exception. 
The group has already at-
tended an adaptation of Sopho-
cles' ''Oedipus", a production of 
formidable acting and impres-. 
sively stark setting. Theatre Ex-
perience will also be attending 
Wesker's "The Kitchen" and 
"Twelfth N"Jght" by William 
Shakespeare later thi_s spring. 
Course co-ordinator John Isaak 
is extremely optimistic about the 
Theatre Experience course, 
pointing to the course's four-year 
. . stint of popularity in Langley 
before being extended to Rich-
mond. 
The price of the course is $22, 
a bargain considering the price of 
·theatre tickets, carfare, and the 
'--------------------------------:--------------....-----------------------,-------------_J spiralling cost of psychoanalysis: 
',, ..... ,, ., ..... 
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dance 
Just call us 
'Dancers' 
by Lauren Gargaro 
"We're 14 dancers known by 
the company we keep". This is 
the motto and theme of "Dan-
cers'', a New York contemponuy 
ballet company. It is as simple 
and direct as the company itself. 
This however, is just the tip of 
the proyerbial iceberg. 
The company came into exis-
tance in May of 1976 under the 
guidance of Dennis Wayne as 
artistic director and Ji::ident. _ 
They made their Cana · debut 
engagement at the Queen Eliza-
beth Theatre Feb. 2-4. 
This was a big step for the 
company, as it marks the be-
ginning of their make-or-break 
year. 
Joanne Woodward, chairman 
of the board, .has invested 
$400,000 a lot of time and her 
complete faith in this project. In 
an interview with Max Wyman of 
the Sun, she said, "Up to now we 
were beginners, now we are a full 
fledged company and we have to 
survive like one." Hopefully they 
will. 
The company is the dream and 
goal of Dennis Wayne. The ideal 
ballet company is where each 
dancer gets the chance to play 
the major roles and have a voice 
in the actions of the group. 
This gives the artists a chance 
to expand, grow and exploring 
instead of just producing their 
talent to please the box office. 
All of -the dancers have im-
pressive lists of credits behind 
them to prove their capability. 
Each has danced with major 
companies, such as the Joffrey 
Ballet, the National Ballet of 
Holland, the American Ballet 
Theatre and the Irish Ballet 
International to name a few. The 
majority of them are soloists and 
principal dancers. 
Friday's performance included 
four works: Baroque # 8 Etude 
aux Objets, and The Dawn Sur-
prises No One, and The Murder 
of George Keuter. 
Norman Walkers' Baroque# 8 
was elegant and was danced with 
a maximum of grace. The move-
ments rarely departed from the 
classical mold, giving the troupe 
a chance to display their exper-
tise. 
In contrast Etude aux Objets 
was very contemponuy and ef-
fective. Nancy Thueson and 
James Dunne danced against the 
backdrop of two~!~: 
The music consisted ot mecha-
nical creaks and grinding which 
reminded me of my car trying to 
start in the morning. The piece 
was danced with skilled athletic 
precision and bits of humour, 
which added a light moment to 
the encounter and reaction 
theme. 
And The Dawn Surprises No 
One was perhaps the most enter-
taining. It was danced by II 
members of the company and 
was choreographed by Marcus 
Schulkind. It depicted the rising 
of the sun, the wavering first rays 
to the final blaze of light. It was 
at times tender and romantic; at 
otbf:rs, comical and bright. 
The Murder of George Kueter 
on the other hand was dramatic 
and moving. The piece was 
created by Oiff Keuter as a 
result of the snipe!' murder of his 
cousin. It damns the senseless 
violent killing. 
The performances of Dennis 
Wayne, James Dunne, Buddy 
Balou and Michael Tipton are 
faultless and superbly athletic. 
They project the choreographer's 
bitterness, symbolism and sensi-
tivity. 
There are a few faults though, 
mosdy because of the choreo-
graphy. The music is danced to, 
instead of expressed. There 
seems to be more emphasis on 
making the steps fit the music 
than dancing the mood and emo-
.tions of the music. 
The other problem is the 
amount of talent on the part of 
the dancers, that is to say the 
waste of it. The selections are 
performed admirably but one 
does not feel that theY are 
dancing to their full capacity of 
talent and interpretive abilities. 
This is a young company and it 
is very difficult to find good 
choreographers. "There are 
really very few good choreo-
graphers around: I can count 
them on the fingers of one 
hand," said Miss Woodward, so 
this could be an explanation to 
their problem. 
Despite this the Vancouver 
audience loved the company. The 
applause was frequent and 
strong. Wayne remarked later in 
his dressing room, "the audience 
was. terrific, really responsive." 
So the feeling was mutual. 
With the companies commit-
ment and drive, great things may 
be expected. In other words, the 
tir of the iceberg was all we saw 
o the company which modesdy 
says, "Just call us Dancers." 
J 
A sample of D.C. itistructor jim Adams' art work 
visual· art 
Artist takes first solo 
by Yoshiko Sakurai 
Jim Adams, a native of Phila-
delphia and an instructor of 
painting and drawing at Douglas 
College, is featured in a one man 
art show at the North Shore 
Gallery (Presentation House, 209 
W. 4th Street, North Vancouver), 
Feb. 1-26. 
During January and February, 
the gallery has devoted its space 
to the theme of transportation, 
and Adams's large aeronautical 
paintings investigate the rela-
tionships between man and the 
great machine, emphasizing the 
structure and visual aesthetic 
forms of various aircraft. . 
His most recent acrylic 
paintings visually disply his evol-
ving devotion to flight, and 
concentration upon sections of 
airplanes. 
To a certain extent, Adams 
exalts the great metallic machine 
to a level of immortality, this 
becomes evident in "Beech 99", 
in which the heightened stillness 
created by the cold forms of the 
cockpit and side engine depict an 
atmosphere of timelessness as if 
the airplane would remain that 
way forever. 
However it is not the. reality of 
the machine itself, that will 
remain forever, but rather the 
essence of flight, thus the metal-
lie machine becomes a vehicle in 
which the concept of flight is 
manifested. In the same manner 
the forms and shapes which the 
artist chooses to depict become 
abstract. 
In paintings such as "Tomcat" 
and the "Great Commander", 
Adams identifies the different 
relationships that man has with 
his metallic creations, however, 
whether the plane is manned by 
airforce or civilian pilots or 
shadowed with the reflections of ' 
a people outside, the people 
become only forms or shapes that 
eventually become part of the 
plane. 
Adams approaches his 
painting with a realistic manner 
similar to that of New York realist 
Ales Kiatz, although Adams's 
format is somewhat diminished 
in size. 
For the last two years Adams 
has been researching and 
studying the impact of flight on 
the Visual Arts, in Washington, 
D.C., he is also currendy working 
on Ills private pilot's license. 
Jim attended Temple Univer-
sity's Tyer School of Fine Arts on 
a scholarship and graduated with 
a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 1965. 
Another scholarship enabled 
him to receive his Master's 
Degree of Fine Arts in 1968 from 
the University of Pennsylvan,ia's 
Graduate School of Fme Arts and 
Architecture. 
For the last II years, Adams 
has worked and taught in both 
Canada and the United States, 
with a number of exhibitions in 
such prestigious institutions as 
Yale University, 1971 and 1975, 
and the Libnuy of Congress, 
Washington, D.C., 1971. 
In 1970, Adams' austere and 
imaginative design and illustra-
tion of ''Transwhichics" was 
chosen by the prominent Ameri-
can Institute of Graphic Arts 
(AlGA) £or its awud, "Fifty Best 
Books of the Year". 
He has been teaching at Doug-
las College since 1970 and al-
though his teaching schedule is 
quite heavy, he always tries to 
Work on his art at least twenty 
hours a week. 
"A teaching job is very ex-
hausting because I am always 
trying to pull individual abili 
from each student," Jim saij, 
"however, if I stopped my own 
art work, I would have nothing to 
teach my students, so I try to· 
work on my own art constandy 
and also I can't stop painting 
because I love it." 
This past summer Adams 
created and supervised the com-
pletion of a mural for the new 
Richmond campus. The mural, 
"In a Universe Far Away," can 
be viewed at the H.R. MacMillan 
Planetarium. 
L 
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Februmy 7-24 
"Glen Toppings Remem-
bered". A retrospective exhibi-
tion organized by Greg Snider of 
the Art Gallery of Greater Vic-
toria in co-operation with Ann 
Rosenberg of The Capitano Re-
view. The Fine Arts Gallery, 
Main Ltbrary Building, Univer-
sity of British Columbia - Tues-
day to Saturday, 10:30 a.m. - 5 
p.m. 
Feb. 8-March29 
A series of French Canadian 
literature lectures are being pre-
sented at the White Rock Library 
in February and March spon-
sored by Douglas College. The 
class will be held Wednesday 
evenings from Feb. 8 till March 
29. The course will be taught by 
Mme. A.S. Martin. 
Feb. 9, 10and15 
Career Seminars are being 
held on Surrey, New West-
minster and Richmond Cam-
puses. They will be held: 
Feb. 9, 10a.m. -noon 
How, When and Where to Apply 
for Summer and Permanent Em-
ployment. Room 601B Surrey 
Campus. 
Feb. 10 noon - 2p.m. 
Finding the Right Job. Room 31 
Coquidam campus 
Feb. 15 noon- 2 p.m. 
Careers in Child Care. Room 716 
new Westminster Campus 
Feb.10, 11,12 
The Canadian Hostelling As-
sociation Association is offering a 
choice of two "Ski and Snow" 
Programmes over the week-end 
of Feb. 9, 10, 11. The first one is 
a "Cross Country Helli-ski 
Weekend" for persons with in-
termediate or advanced skiing 
ability. The cost of S60 include 
meals, instruction, accomodation 
and helicopter lift. Skiers should 
arrive at Whistler Mountain Hos-
tel by 8p.m. on Feb. 10. 
The other programme is a 
"Cross Country Ski Touring 
Weekend". It is designed for 
people with litde or no ex-
penence. The $35 fee covers 
meals, instruction, and accomo-
dation. The tour leaves Van-
couver at 6p.m. on Feb. 10. 
For more information, phone 
the Canadian Hostelling Asso-
ciation at 736-2674 or 738-3128 
Feb.10 
A Career Seminar will be held 
on Coquidam Campus on Feb. 10 
at 12 - 2 p.m. in room C107. 
Guest speakers include Douglas 
College Student Placement clerk 
Cathy Shweers, College Per-
sonnel Officer John Beardsley 
and Manpower representative 
Gerry Archer. Everyone is wel-
come. For more information con-
tact Sheila Dennison, Coun-
selling and Student Services, 
Coquidam campus, 525-9211, 
loca120. 
Feb.IO 
IDERA Films will present The 
Batde of Chile, Part Two - The 
Coup D'Etat on Friday, February 
10, 1978 at 8 p.m. at the 
Brit!ln~ia Community Centre 
Auditonum, 1661 Napier St., 
Vancouver, (just off Commercial J?r.). Admission is by $2 dona-
tion. For further information 
please call 738-8815 ' 
Feb.l0-11 
Queen Elizabeth Playhouse 
presents Toronto Dance Theatre. 
For information phone: 683-3255 
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Otherthan Review 
... an unethical, omnivorous poetry 




a stamped , self.: a~dressed envelope · and 
a short biography. 
Mail to:OTHER THAN REVIEW, C/0 
OTHER PUBLICATIONS, Box2503, · 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE, 
NEW WESTMINSTER · 
BRITISH COLUMl3IA, V3L 582, 522-7917 
Feb.12 
Vancouver Art Gallery pre-
sents a major exhibition of Gott-
lieb Pictographs starting January 
and running to Feb. 12. Adolph 
Gottlief is one of the most 
important abstract expressionist 
. painters in the history of Ameri-
• can art. 
Feb.14 
Douglas College is presenting 
a lecture series entided "Period 
Study: 1945 - Present". The 
series will examine in detail the 
historical period from 1945 on. 
All six sessions will be held in the 
Centennial Museum, 9135 King 
St., Fort Langley, from 10 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. Tuesday mornings 
beginning Feb. 14 
Feb.14 
An introductory acting work-
shop is being offered by Ex-
ploration Workshops. The course 
will be offered in two sessions on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays over a 
six week period. For information 
phone Exploration Workshops, 
731-7222. 
Feb.18 
David Y .H. Lui presents 
pianist Ivan Moravec. The New 
York World Telegram com-
mented: "Beethoven never 
heard nor even dreamt of such a 
performance as last night's. Mo-
ravec is already a master of every 
phase of his art •.• '' 
The concert is on Feb. 18, at 
8:30 p.m. at the Orpheum 
theatre. 
Feb.20-25 
For sale 1966 Mere. Comet 
Caliente, 289 V8, 4-door sedan, 
auto., p.s., p.b., one owner Good 
mechanical condition $325. 
Phone: 530-4518 after 5 p.m. 
Car for sale 
"perso~ luxury car", 1976 
Grand Pnx, colour beige, vinyl 
roof, electric defroster, console, 
etc. radial tires, paid $8,000, 
asking $5,200 obo Phone 
531-9538 
For sale 
The Practical Stylist by Sheridan 
Baker $4.20 Phone 525-1563 
Wanted: 
1 bedroom suite in New West. or 
Coq. ($150-175 range) phone 
299-9998, or 299-9949 room 470, 
if no one there leave a message 
ALMOST PROFESSIONAL HOT 
WAXING FOR SKIS done while 
you wait. 10 minutes a pair. relax 
to stereo. $1.75/pair, S3/2 pairs, 
after 6p.m. weekdays, all day 
weekends, come to Rob Probst's 
house- 1718 oughton Dr. Poco, 
phone 942-6904 
Professiynal Resumes done, 
$10 to $50. Phone 273-5902. 
1 volkswagon header $20 adapter 
plate for pre 65 jeep, fits any 
chevy smallblock $75 525-8528 or 
531-0126 . 
I Large ~tern saddle: well built 
\ attractive, a good deal for S22S 
I phone 581-6895 or 522-7917 
... ; .. 
1972- MGB- GT 
Excellent condition, 24,000 origi-
Keithe Johnstone, a well nal miles, $3,000 or best offer. 
known director in both Euro~ . Call after 5 p.m. 525-7972 
and North America, will be ....... 
presenting a workshop on the NEEDED 
practical uses of masks and A ride from Kitsilano - 6th and 
improvisation in the actual crea- Trutch area- to Douglas College 
tion of theatre pieces. Johnston by 8 a.m. I will gladly help pay 
was a Director at the Royal Court for gas. Please call Susan at 
Theatre in London and has 733-5751 (evenings). 
taught at the Royal Academy of 
Dramatic Art in Denmark. For 
more information call Explora-
tion Workshops at 731-7222 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
Oassified ads and events are free 
to all ~tudents, faculty and staff 
of the college. For commercial 
ads contact Gord Isfeld during 
regular office hours Mon. to Fri · 
Deadline for events and classi: 
fied ads .is 4 p.m. Thursday. 
Commercial ads should be sub-
mitted one week prior to pub-
lishing date. 
For Sale -. :10 Cortina 4-speed, 
good condition. Good gas mile-
age $500, obo. Phone: 942-8988 
TRANSPORTATION NEEDED 
For a handicapped girl to and 
from the Coquiifam campus. Car 
;i-<ioor or station wagon. Can get 
m by herself. Needs someone tot 
lift the chair in and out of the car 
Lives approx. I mile from th~ 
Coquidam' campus. Needs trans-
portation from the. campus at 
4:30p.m. Mon.-Fri. starting Jan. 
23. H you are able to help please 
call the student society office at 
522-7916 or 522-6038. 
For Sale 
1966 Comet- 1 owner 
Excellent running condition 
$250 530-4518 after 5 p.m. 
For Sale 
Female Irish Setter $50 
Male Samoyed Lab. $15 
Both are 6 months old, well 
behaved and are house trained. 
Both have shots and need a good 
home. Phone Lynn Warner at 




Sealed offers accepted on fol-
lowing: 
I only 1971 Datsun Pick up truck se~ no. PL521522504, approx: 
mileage - 72,000 miles. To view 
contact Mr. Pat Keenan, Surrey. 
Campus Carpenter Shop, Hours . 
8:30a.m. - 3 p.m. Note: vehicle 
cannot be driven off of Douglas 
College parking lot. H you are 
interested in bidding on this unit su~~t your sealed offer, u; 
wntmg, to M.M. Endacott Pur-
chasing Dept., New Westminster 
campus. The bids will be time 
s~ped ~ they are received and 
Will be opened at lo a.m., Friday, 
Feb. 17, 1978. The vehicle will be 
sold to the highest bidder and/ or 
earliest time stamp in case of 
duplicate bids. Note: OFFERS 
UNDER $100 UNACCEPTABLE* 
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Totems end year 
with a tie 
DOUGLASCOUEGE 2 
V ANCOUVF..R COMMUNITY 
COUEGE2 
The Dooglac College hockey 
team dosed out their season 
Sunday night with a 2-2 tie 
against VaDCOilftl" Community 
Co!Jege. 
l"'oggas College was within 
twenty seconds of eodiog the 
season oo a winniag note, but 
had to settle for ooly a siaglie 
point when vee sc:ored a goal 
with ooly twenty seconds re-
maining. 
DougiiiS College had a tough 
time throughout the game by oot 
being able to get a lead on vee 
by more than one goal. The tie 
left the D.C. Totems undefeated 
on the season with a record of 7 
wins and 3 ties. Oinching first 
place easily ahead of vee by 12 
points. 
Douglas College opens the first 
round of the play4s against 
either' Trinity Western or V1111-
.. 
-
- . r..n- this COUTet Conu•••mty ~ .... 
Thursday aipt in the Queeas 
Palk Arena. 
The Sunday night pme played 
at the vee home rink was an 
example of the bud, fast hodrey 
to be seen in the Totem aJOo 
~ With the D.C.. Totems 
' playing thett usal agressiwe 
style Ol bcdey. It was ooly the 
sup:eme effort of the vee llealll 
to fiaish off the season in semod 
P'the TCMems finished off the 
with Blalre Murray leading r.:r team in SOJring 42 poinls 
followed by Harold Dion with 29 
points. 
The team eaperieoced one ol 
their best seasons in yars fiDisb. 
ing almoft uncba~Jeorwed in first 
place. . • .c__ of the All that remams m uvnt 
team for this year is the play4s 
and the KamJoops imitational 
tournament. 
The team has had such a 
strong showing so fat dlis season 
::t=t~=~= 
chaace to win the ...... ...,., 
Wrestlers homeless 
by Brit. ]OIIeS 
Although there is DO Totem 
conference wresding league, 
Douglas College has had no 
ttouble fielding a team oc finding 
~mpetition to wrestle with. 
The Douglas College team, 
under- the diJu:tion of DC physi-
cal education instructor Bill 
Long, will compete in the BOT 
invitational wrestling tournament 
on Feb. 11, Saturday from 9 a.m. 
to s p.m. 
The ·team may not have a 
league schedule to follow ... 
traditional rivalries to develop, 
bat it does have a regular invi-
tational circuit to compete on. 
Long says his team carries 
twelve men, aD students of 
Douglas College, and that they 
uswiily work out two nights a 
week foe two hours at whateYer 
facilities the team can find. 
The team usuaDy spends a lot 
of their practice time traYelling to 
the only available practice space 
at eithel- UBC oc SFU. 
l.oDg said it was YeiY hard to 
develop an extremely good 
wrestling team without the JXO"" 
per practice facilities nearby. 
In their last outing the Douglas 
College team placed semod at a 
Royal Rose meet. 
Long stated that not aD the . 
team's members go to eYeiJ 
tournament. At the last UBC 
invitational meet DC sent ooly six 
mmpetitors. 
The team has an upcoming 
match in Bellingham and ~ 
to ha.e sufficient funds to send 
the entire team. 
Kelly's Mens & Boys Wear 
6th Ave ave. New Westminster 
For your fancy Jeans and Corduroys 
Culottier Big Blue Howick T}'l1le 
HIS- Levi · Lee and others 
"";,/"·":" "j~- r.~ .- A 
- ~~ 
... and -another win 
byBnt.]ows 
DOUGLAS aJLlEGE 6: 
T1llNllTWPSIF.ItN 3. 
By die ad ef the first Period 
~ ai&ht, the Dooglas 
c.1e8e Tt'elias had sM.n Tri-
llity lres.m what dley hoe 
::. ...... die entire ~ 
dlla ...... die lf77-78--...: a 
=:. *ir:...--..= leltAed ... cheic ~ 
'the matCh was al bat 09el' bv 
the dose ol the first period with 
the Totems leading the Western 
team 5-0. 
Dulle Hudson led the team 
with a three point performance of 
two .... and an assist. Dan 
Ridlardlaa and Kim Peters also 
boosted cheic saJring for the year 
with a p Mil an usist eKh. 
":"dh -Doogla~~ pos-
~such a ..,(OID__......,manding-'""""" lead 
early m the game, both teams 
were able to leave the idea of 
hodey CJD the bench and imest 
their efforts into some c:hippy 
~~ and chreateoing dia-
Trinity did oot manage to malre 
a mark on the SCOtdJoanl until 
.mid-way chrough the semod 
period when a blistering drive 
lrom the point beat Colin Dirk-
beck high on the glore ~ 
ruining his c:hanre foe a shutoat 
in his half of the~ 
llowua, this 1ras one of the 
few times that Trinity was able to 
mustet any sustained pressure 
on the Totems in the entire 
evening. 
The Totems on the other hand 
seemed quite prepared for their 
CDming ~ with some eK· 
ceptional positional play of 
holding their wings and having 
little ttouble breaking quiddy out 
of their end. P.lowidiug the To-
tems can quell their passion for 
the beJUnd..tbe.ftf~. 
which is oot behind the ref's 
bad, they should be able to 
handle their first IOUDd play off 
opposition without too much 
ttouble. 
'lhlougbout the semod period 
the Totems had numerous 
saJring oppot~ but failed 
to capitalize when they couldn't 
finish off the plays. 
The team also suffered a rash 
of wild shots from the point that 
c:ou1d have brought the team an 
additional four or five goals had 
they been on net. H the Totems 
are to win the play-oHs, or the 
Kam~ tournament, the de-
fence will have to bring their 
shots down off the glass and put 
them oD the net. 
Douglas College's last goal 
was scored by a &ustrated Trinity 
defencesnan who knocked down a 
shot from the point and then in-
adYertantly tipped the puck into 
his own net. 
The Totems could have fi. 
nished the game off with a 6-1 
lead, but again at the end of the 
game they reverted to picking up 
a string of ~ penalties, 
which enabled Tnnity to put two 
more guals behind the second 
haH DC goaltender Oarence 
Arychuck. 
The team bas one more regular 
season game left to play on 
Sunday night. Their first playoff 
game will be Thursday night at 
Queens Parle Arenex. 
-·· Hockey 
·standings 
FIRST HAlF STANDINGS GP w 1 
oi:apsr-- 8 7 0 
~WEJ a 6 2 4 
..... iU City «AAItwe 7 2 J 
-Gl ...... 
-·-
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